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The work described in this thesis consists of three parts. The first part deals 
with the formation and theoretical prediction of the shape of stretched solder column 
solder joints. The second part of the thesis is focused on the development and 
justification of the slim sector model which is used to evaluate the reliability of ultra 
fine pitch flip chip package. The third part of the thesis covers the formulation of a 
representative volume element (RVE) for the solder joint array, and the evolution of 
the slim sector model to the hybrid slim sector model, with the application of RVE. 
In the first part of this research work, a new solder joint interconnect, stretched 
solder column (SSC) developed for wafer level packaging is introduced. The solder 
joint has an hourglass geometry compared to the truncated sphere geometry of the 
conventional solder joint, and thus, larger standoff height and higher compliance. 
Finite element simulation results show that the failure site is shifted to the bulk solder, 
rather than the intermetallic (IMC) layer for conventional solder joints. This is 
preferable, as bulk solder has better fracture resistance than the IMC layer. Hence, the 
SSC has advantages of larger standoff height, higher compliance and better reliability 
over the conventional solder joint. 
A computer code was developed to predict real-time axial symmetric solder 
joint shape. An experiment was conducted to form the SSC joints between two chips. 
The experiment was performed on an Instron microtester at room temperature. A 
tensile displacement was applied to stretch the solder joint from a truncated sphere 
shape to an hourglass shape. The simulation results show good correlation with 
experiment. 
In the second part of this work, a slim sector model was proposed and 




the assumption that the nodal displacement of both chip and substrate is along the 
radial direction away from the neutral point of the package. The assumption is justified 
based on the analysis of the 1/8th package model. 
Several slim sector models were developed and analysed using the finite 
element method. The 1/8th model was adopted as the benchmark since the boundary 
conditions for this model are exact. Very high computational efficiency of the slim 
sector model was noticed. Further study shows that the number of solder joints at the 
end of the slim sector, rather than the slim sector cutting angle is the dominant 
characteristic parameter. The 1½ pitch slim sector model shows consistently high 
accuracy and high computational time efficiency, regardless of the package size and 
material properties.  
In the third part of this work, a representative volume element (RVE) is 
developed to address the main disadvantage of the slim sector model which is the 
tedium of meshing the truncated solder joints along the slicing plane. The 
heterogeneous material between chip and substrate is composed of solder joints and 
underfill. It has repeatability of both geometry and material properties. Hence, it is 
possible to represent the heterogeneous material by an equivalent homogeneous 
material. The effective mechanical properties of the proposed equivalent homogeneous 
material were extracted by finite element experiments. Transversely isotropic elasticity 
constants were determined by three loading cases. Stress/plastic strain relations were 
obtained by a displacement controlled stress analysis. 
An alternate energy method is proposed to characterize the effective 
mechanical properties of the proposed equivalent homogeneous material and the 
required formulations are derived. It was found that fewer finite element experiments 




A general creep model is developed for heterogeneous material. Both primary 
and secondary creep is captured by the model. Stress and temperature effects are also 
taken into account. Curve fitting is done for the solder/underfill composite material. 
The results of the creep model show good correlation with the composite material 
model. 
While the replacement of the solder joint and underfill layer with an equivalent 
homogeneous material has resulted in some success, it was found that greater accuracy 
can be obtained if the small section around the critical solder joints is not replaced by 
the equivalent material. This new model called the hybrid slim sector model is the best 
in terms of accuracy and ease of use. 
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Chapter 1 Introduction 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
The need for miniaturization of complex high density IC packages is driving 
the growth of flip chip technology. The solder ball joint makes electrical and physical 
connections between silicon dies and substrates. For flip chip technology, the main 
issue is the reliability or thermal cycling fatigue failure of the solder joints. The CTE 
mismatch is still a key challenge in the reliability of large flip chip packages with fine 
pitch interconnections. The reliability problem caused by the mismatch in thermal 
expansion of silicon die and substrate, given the cyclic variations in the thermal 
conditions during service, results not so much from the cyclically recurring strains in 
the solder joints but from the fact that the solder responds to applied strains and 
stresses with time-dependent, albeit relatively rapid, inelastic deformation. Metals 
undergoing cyclic strains sustain cyclically accumulating fatigue damage. Fatigue 
damage due to inelastic strains is significantly larger than the damage from elastic 
strains [1]. Solder at typical operating temperatures is being used significantly in 
excess of 60 percent of its absolute melting point. Thus, solder is subjected to 
significant stress relaxation and creep, processes that convert elastic strains or plastic 
strains but which are strongly time and stress-dependent. Thus, in all but very rapid 
cycling without dwell or hold times and/or operation at low temperatures, plastic 
deformation dominates and determines the fatigue life of the solder joints. The cyclic 
fatigue damage is proportional to the area circumscribed by the cyclic hysteresis loop 
in a stress-strain diagram. The reliability hazard can be reduced by decreasing the 
hysteresis loop size; reducing the total stress range, the total strain range, and the 
magnitude of the cyclic plastic strains accomplishes this reduction. 
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Methods of reducing fatigue damage include CTE-tailoring and increased 
attachment compliancy. CTE-tailoring reduces the cyclic hysteresis loop primarily by 
reducing the total cyclic strain range, while attachment compliancy primarily works by 
reducing the cyclic stress level at the solder joints. In CTE-tailoring, the coefficient of 
thermal expansion of substrate is tailored, by deliberate design or material choice, to 
result in the minimum steady-state silicon-substrate expansion differential resulting 
from the expected temperature variations and temperature gradients. Attachment 
compliance comes primarily from suitably-designed solder joints. The large 
differential expansions must be accommodated by the compliance of the attachment 
design. In solder, the elastic strains are converted to inelastic strains with time via 
stress relaxation and creep, processes that are accelerated at higher temperatures and 
stress levels. At typical use temperatures, the solder responds to stresses and 
displacements rapidly by visco-plastic flow and plastically deforms by converting the 
elastic strains within the solder joint. The primary purpose of a compliant design is to 
reduce the stress level at the solder joint significantly to reduce the cyclic hysteresis 
loop area and thus the cyclic fatigue damage. It needs to be emphasized that a 
compliant interconnect design does not reduce the thermal expansion mismatch. A 
compliant design elastically stores strain energy, which unloads into solder joints due 
to creep and stress relaxation. Thus, the total strain at the solder joint is not affected. 
However, the magnitude of the maximum stress in the interconnection is reduced 
significantly. Package structure optimization can minimize the stress and strain 
experienced by the solder joints. 
The scale down and low cost per function trend in microelectronics also 
stimulated the need for wafer level packaging in which the die and “package” are 
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fabricated and tested on the wafer prior to singulation. Wafer-level packaging is 
expected to provide a number of benefits that include: 
• Providing the smallest system size, because it is truly a chip size 
package. 
• Enabling interconnect continuum from IC to printed circuit board (PCB) 
because of thin-film processing. 
• Reduced cost of packaging, because all the connections are done at 
wafer level.  
• Reduced cost of burn-in, because the burn-in is done at the wafer level. 
• Elimination of the underfill because of compliancy of the leads or other 
ways to achieve reliability.  
• Improved electrical performance because of short lead lengths. 
The Nano Wafer Level Packaging Project is an international collaborative 
project between National University of Singapore, the Institute of Microelectronics, 
Singapore and Georgia Institute of Technology Packaging Research Center, USA. This 
project aims to use nano materials and structures to bring about unprecedented 





Fig. 1.1 Illustration of the stretched solder column interconnect at 100µm pitch 
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The shape of solder joint plays an important role in the reliability of the joint. 
Stretched solder column (SSC) interconnects is one of the solutions for 100µm-pitch 
interconnect approaches. The SSC interconnect consists of solder joints that are 
different from the conventional truncated spherical shape interconnect, as illustrated in 
Fig. 1.1. Its hourglass shape increases the in-plane compliance. The stress at the 
interface between solder/chip and solder/substrate is reduced. The potential failure site 
is shifted from the relatively weak UBM interface to bulk solder near the centre of the 
interconnect. A preliminary study has shown that the SSC has some advantages over 
the conventional solder ball joint in terms of thermal fatigue life. The Mean Time to 
Failure (MTTF) has been found to be increased by up to more than 70% based on the 
simulation results. A detailed understanding of the solder behaviour during stretching 
is essential for the processing of SSC interconnects. 
Finite element analysis has been used extensively for solder joint reliability 
assessment. Most of the life prediction methods for solder joints need to determine the 
stress and strain field in the solder first, and then estimate the fatigue life by 
substituting the stress, or strain or inelastic strain energy into certain empirical 
formulae. A number of different modelling techniques exist. One of the most widely 
used model is the 1/8th model. In this model, half quarter of the IC package is studied, 
taking advantage of the axial and diagonal symmetry of packages. Another model 
being widely used is the strip model. An assumption of plane strain condition is made 
and a parallel strip of package is studied. As there are no approximations in the 
boundary conditions for the 1/8th model, it has proved to be the most accurate model 
and is usually taken as the benchmark for comparison of modelling techniques. 
However, for flip chip packages of 100µm pitch and die size 20mm2, there are 40,000 
solder joints. With the traditional 1/8th model, there will be up to 60,000 elements for 
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modelling only the solder joints. This requires very large memory and high speed 
computational resources. Due to the conflict of increasing I/O density and 
computational power, some simplified model need to be used. A strip model is based 
on the assumption of plain strain condition. A strip of the package is studied. So the 
number of DOFs is smaller than that of the 1/8th model and as a result, less 
computational power is needed. For the strip model, the two sides of the strip remain 
parallel during the course of deformation. However, this may not be true. The reason is 
that the deformation of the package should be in the radial direction from the central 
point of the package. The point is addressed as neutral point because unrestrained 
objects grow out in all directions equally from centre due to the thermal expansion. 
Therefore, the two surface of strip model should not be parallel during deformation. To 
take advantage of the radial directional displacement, a slim sector model approach is 
proposed and developed in this work. A slim sector is obtained by cutting along the 
diagonal of the package and through the neutral point. The slim sector is used to study 
the reliability of flip chip packages. Coupled boundary conditions are imposed. The 
1/8th model is adopted as a benchmark for comparison of accuracy between the slim 
sector model and the strip model. The correctness of the slim sector model is verified. 
Detailed analyses are carried out to find the characteristic parameters of the slim sector 
model. 
 
1.2 Organization of the thesis 
This thesis is divided into six chapters.   
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the background of the three parts of 
the study. The motivation and objectives of these three parts of the study are 
introduced.  
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Chapter 2 is a review of the literature. 
Experiment and simulation study of stretched solder column process is 
described in chapter 3. 
Chapter 4 describes the proposal and development of slim sector model which 
is used to study the thermal fatigue analysis of IC packages.  
Chapter 5 describes the stress analyses and energy approach on how to extract 
the equivalent mechanical properties of heterogeneous material. Creep property is also 
studied and a creep model is proposed. 












Chapter 2 Literature Review 
Chapter 2: Literature Review 
 
2.1 Solder joint shape prediction method 
2.1.1 Stretched solder column 
Flip chip attachment technology was first introduced by IBM through its 
“Controlled Collapse Chip Connection”(C4) in order to eliminate the expense, 
unreliability, and low productivity of manual wire bonding for the System/360 [2]. 
Similarly, Delco Electronics introduced its own controlled collapse chip attachment 
technology, named “Flex-on-Cap” (FOC).  
The conventional solder joint for flip chip is barrel-shaped. Most of the failures 
in solder joints have been reported to be near the IMC layer. The measured fracture 
toughness of the IMC is only half that of pure solder [3]. 
To improve the fatigue life of solder joints in a flip chip, a concave shape 
solder joint is introduced [4]. The shape of solder joint is hyperbolic. For solder joints 
of this shape, both stress and strain will be concentrated near the centre of the joint. 
This avoids any large stresses near the interface of solder and under bump 
metallization. A stretched solder column (SSC) chip-to-board interconnection has been 
introduced [5]. A preliminary study has shown that the SSC has some advantages over 
the conventional solder ball joint in terms of thermal fatigue life. The Mean Time To 
Failure (MTTF) has been found to be increased by up to more than 70% based on the 
simulation results. Therefore, it is meaningful to carry out a study on the process of the 
SSC. The concave solder column is formed by a stretching process. A technique has to 
be found to predict the exact shape of the stretched solder column since this has a great 
influence on the fatigue life of the SSC interconnect. 
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2.1.2 Force based method 
Solder joints with better compliance normally offer better thermal fatigue 
response. Besides material properties, the compliance of a solder joint depends on its 
shape. Currently, there are two categories of solder joint shape: convex spherical and 
column shape. Convex spherical shape is widely used nowadays. Column shape solder 
joint is used in IBM CCGA [6]. Another new solder joint shape, concave column is 
under development for future wafer level packaging [5]. The concave solder column is 
formed by a stretching process. Therefore, solder joint shape prediction is a 
challenging topic. Currently, the truncated sphere method, the analytical force method 
and the energy-based algorithm are the three major methods for solder shape 
prediction. 
In the force-based method, Katyl and Pimbley [7] developed four methods for 
approximating the shape of axial symmetric solder joints given consideration of 
surface tension, external and body forces. Heinrich et al. [8][9] and Ching and Chen 
[10] have addressed the closed form solution of the force balanced algorithm for solder 
formation. The solution is based on the assumption that the solder joint attains static 
equilibrium when solidification occurs. A Laplace equation is used to calculate the 
contours of the solder surface. The equation governing the exact equilibrium 







⎛ ++= ργ      (2.1.1) 
where 
R1 and R2 are the principal radii of curvature of the solder surface at height h; and 
Pa, P0, γ  are the ambient pressure, internal pressure and surface tension, respectively; 
If gravity is neglected, the governing equation may be simplified as 
 8









PPP a γ       (2.1.2) 
For axisymmetric cases, the governing equation becomes 
[ ] 0)(1)( 2/322 =−′++′−′′ γγγ RPRRRR     (2.1.3) 
 
Fig. 2.1 Solder joint upper pad force balance diagram. 
Fig. 2.1 indicates that the package weight at the upper pad Fh should be 
balanced by the molten solder joint internal pressure and the surface tension, when the 
solder joint is in equilibrium. If the solder joint free surface is defined by a circular-arc 



















RFF πδ   (2.1.4) 
Rarc and unbalanced force δF can be expressed with initial height h. Then 
standoff height h is to be adjusted so that δF is within converging tolerance. 
The simple Heinrich’s model predicts solder reflow shape accurately. However, 
further verification of its applicable configuration ranges for solder pads and solder 
volume is worthwhile. Recently, based on Heinrich’s model and surface evolver 
program, Chiang and Chen [11] investigated the parameter variance for the SMD BGA 
package and also discussed the influence of gravity. 
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2.1.3 Energy based methods 
Energy based methods are extensively adopted in electronic packaging research 
for predicting the geometry of solder interconnections. In general, the total energy of a 
liquid body consists of three major energy components: the surface energy, the 
gravitational energy and the wetting energy. The basic theory governing the static 
equilibrium state of a liquid under the influence of surface tension and gravity is well 
known and has been discussed by Laplace, Concus and Finn [12]. To predict the static 
equilibrium shape of solder at the onset of solidification and joint formation with a 
prescribed volume, the problem becomes 
wgsp EEEE ++=min      (2.1.5) 
subject to 




Ep  potential energy 
Es  free surface energy 
Eg  gravitational energy 
Ew  wetting energy 
The free surface, gravitational and wetting energy can be calculated as 
daE
a
s ∫= γ         (2.1.7) 
dygzE
h





ψγ∫=        (2.1.9) 
where 
γ is the surface tension, and 
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ψ  is the wetting angle 
Among energy-based software, the general purpose program Surface Evolver is 
an established software which is used to predict the equilibrium shape of a body of 
liquid under isothermal conditions [13]. It utilizes a minimum energy method to 
predict the shape of a solder joint with respect to various pad shapes and dimensions. 
With given fixed boundary conditions, such as solder volume and standoff height, the 
equilibrium state will be found based on a finite volume method. Surface Evolver is 
widely used to predict solder joint shapes. For example, Racz and Szekely [14] 
adopted Surface Evolver to predict the shape of gull-wing and J-bend joints. Singler et 
al. [15] applied it to investigate the solder bridging problem. Betty H. Yeung and T.Y. 
T. Lee [16] used Surface Evolver to predict the solder joint shape of double bump 
structure in wafer-level chip scale package, when the top solder bump is constrained 
by encapsulation. Although Surface Evolver is very robust in solving various solder 
shape prediction problems, calculating the minimum energy of liquid formation is 
integration sensitive. It cannot give the transient geometry of the solder joint during the 
process of stretching. 
 
2.1.4 Truncated sphere method 
Some researchers have developed the truncated sphere model [17]. It is based 
on the assumption that the solder bump after reflow is a truncated sphere. Upon 
mounting on the substrate, the solder joint shape is assumed to be a “double truncated 
sphere”. The truncated domain is defined by the pad, which is determined by the fact 
that solder does not flow onto a non-wettable solder mask. The diameter of the solder 
bump and pad are expressed as D and a; the solder height is h. The solder volume and 
diameter of the solder joint D can be calculated in the following manner: 
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)()()(2 222224 −++++=     (2.1.11) 
[ ])2()2(
3
22222222 aRaRbRbRV +⋅−++⋅−= π    (2.1.12) 
[ 2222223 6()6(12 hbBBhaAAhV +++⋅= ]π     (2.1.13) 
where 
2222224 )(2)( habbahA −+−+=      (2.1.14) 
2222224 )(2)( hbabahB −+−+=      (2.1.15) 
 
Goldmann [18] neglected the gravity of the molten solder in controlled collapse 
joints and assumed the solder joint to be a truncated sphere. This truncated sphere 
method has been used to predict solder joint geometry and optimize the reliability of 
the solder joints and pad shapes. However, it is only applicable when the centre of 
curvature of solder joint geometry is located on the axis of revolution. Ohshima et al. 
[19, 20] and Satoh et al. [21, 22] did the similar research. In their works, three 
geometry models were studied, truncated-sphere, arc-revolution and axisymmetric 
models. Moreover, Yost et al. [23] established a finite difference procedure for 
prediction the shape of perfectly aligned flip chip solder joints constrained by two 





2.1.5 Stretched solder column process 
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Currently, there are two categories of solder joint shape: convex spherical and 
column shape. Convex spherical shape is widely used nowadays. Column shape solder 
joint is firstly used in IBM CCGA (Fig. 2.2).  
 
Fig. 2.2 BGA v.s. IBM CCGA 
Another new solder joint shape, concave column is under development for 
future wafer level packaging. The concave solder column is formed by a stretching 
process.  
To obtain the optimum stretched solder column profile, the solder column is 
first stretched between a functional silicon wafer and a dummy silicon wafer. After 
stretching, the dummy wafer will be separated and the solder column will be bonded to 
the PWB with lower melting point solder. Fig.2.3 illustrates the whole process. 
 
High temperature solders
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Wafer (functional) Step 6 
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Step 8 Chip 
Dice into package + surface 
mount to board PCB 
 
Fig. 2.3 Schematic diagram of the process of solder-column stretching 
Hnin et al. [24] has shown that flux cleaning is one of the most important 
procedures as residual reflux may affect the solder joint shape. They also studied the 
arm and chuck temperature effect. When the temperature is too low, the solder is not 
melted fully. When the temperature is too high, there is wrinkling surface due to the 
fast cooling rate.  
 
2.2 Thermal fatigue analysis 
2.2.1 Failure mode of flip chip solder joint 
Flip chip, which is also called Direct Chip Attach (DCA), is a means of 
packaging a die where the mounting of the chip and the Input/Output (I/O) connections 
are made at the same time.  This is achieved by adding a solder joint on top of current 
I/O pads on a silicon die.  Then the chip is turned upside down and mounted onto a 
printed circuit board or substrate which has corresponding metal pads that align with 
the position of solder joints on the die.  The entire assembly is then reflowed through 
the reflow oven.  An electrical and mechanical connection is made instantly. 
The reliability of the flip chip attachment requires knowledge of the application 
environment, the applied load conditions, material characterization and the 
accumulated fatigue damage. Load conditions can exist in the following forms: cycling 
thermal expansion, thermal shock and mechanical shock and vibration. While thermal 
shock, mechanical shock and vibration are stress driven modes, cyclic thermal 
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expansion is strain-driven and a primary concern of solder joint reliability. The 
interface region of the solder joint to the silicon die and the PCB are regions of high 
strain concentration and shows severe inelastic strain accumulated over each thermal 
cycle. The fatigue damage of a solder joint is typically observed as crack initiation 
followed by crack growth that are induced by strain. 
Flip chip attachment as with other packaging schemes is susceptible to many 
failure mechanisms.  The most common of these is thermal fatigue of the solder joint.  
Thermal fatigue occurs when a die and a substrate of differing coefficients of thermal 
expansion (CTE) are subjected to temperature cycling.  These temperature excursions 
create relative displacements between chip and substrate which lead to significant local 
strain.  IBM has shown that for typical applications where 100 mil square dies are used 
throughout a temperature cycling range of 75oC at a rate of 1.5 cycles per day, average 
strains of 0.5% can arise.  Such strains are known to be significant to lead-bearing 
solders. 
Tin-Lead solders are commonly used in flip-chip applications because of their 
low melting temperatures (<200oC), meaning they can be reflowed without damaging 
other components or the PCB.  However, because of the low melting temperature, 
these solders are vulnerable to the creep/relaxation phenomena.  As the solder joint is 
subjected to temperature cycling, most of the strain produced is in the inelastic region. 
Fatigue damage is accumulated within each cycle until the solder joint fails.  Failure of 
the solder joint usually occurs at the joints farthest from the centre of the die and is 
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2.2.2 Life prediction methods 
Thermal fatigue reliability of solder joints is one of the major issues for IC 
packages. This kind of low cycle fatigue failure is governed by strain. In order to 
predict the mean time to failure, there are two categories of work. First is to find out 
the damage parameter, such as the inelastic strain or energy accumulated per cycle. 
Then, the damage parameter is substituted into certain experimentally-obtained 
correlation to predict the thermal fatigue life. Some researchers developed empirical 
formulae to predict the thermal fatigue life without having to find out the strain and 
strain energy. However, this is strongly package dependent. 
Besides that, either strain range or strain energy density should be obtained. 
Their values will be subsequently plugged into correlations which should be package 
independent. Finite element analysis has been used extensively for solder joint 
reliability assessment. Most of the life prediction methods for solder joints require the 
stress and/or strain fields in the solder to be determined first, followed by an estimation 
of the fatigue life obtained by substituting the stress, or strain or inelastic strain energy 
into a certain empirical formula. There are several most popular methods based on 
either strain range or energy density such as Engelmaier’s method, Solomon’s method 
and Darveaux’ volume-weighted plastic work density method. 
 
2.2.2.1 Original IBM model 
Much of the early work on solder joint fatigue was done by researchers at IBM.  
The original failure model was published in an IBM publication entitled “Reliability of 
Controlled Collapse Interconnection”.  This model was the basis for the Englemaier 
model. 
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The IBM model of solder fatigue originated from the Coffin-Manson equation.  
However, IBM researchers found that the Coffin-Manson equation was inadequate for 
predicting thermal fatigue of solder interconnections. Laboratory results showed that it 
greatly underestimated the lifetime of solder joints. IBM created a modified Coffin-
Manson equation which included empirical correction factors for time and temperature 























⎛=      (2.2.1) 
However, this model is very limited in its applications. The model must be used 
in conjunction with experiment. The basic idea is to find the ratio of cycles to failure in 
a laboratory testing environment, to cycles to failure in real life applications. This ratio 
can be used to interpolate to find a general failure rate for varying conditions. 
Unfortunately since the correction factors were tailored toward the materials used in 
this experiment, this model is only valid for high lead solder (5-95 Sn-Pb). 
Although this model did not have a lot of practical application, it is the basis 
for upcoming research. Many researchers follow a similar model such as the 
Engelmaier thermal fatigue model which is very popular and still in use today. 
 
2.2.2.2 Engelmaier thermal fatigue model 
Engelmaier developed a solder fatigue behaviour model which uses the 
maximum shear strain range as a fatigue life prediction factor [25]. Engelmaier pointed 
out that there are four kinds of cyclic strains:  
1) from in-plane steady state expansion mismatch;  
2) from in-plane transient expansion mismatch;  
3) from warpage due to expansion mismatch;  
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4) from warpage due to power cycling temperature gradient.  
The steady-state in-plane shear strains can be readily determined analytically 
from the geometric and thermal design of the materials involved and is the primary 
strain component addressed. This model only takes into account CTE mismatches 
between the chip and substrate as the strain causing mechanism.  Below is the in-plane 
steady state expansion mismatch 
)()()( 00 TTTTT ccss −−−=∆∆ ααα      (2.2.2) 
where 
cα  and sα  are the CTE of chip and substrate in ppm/k, 
cT  and  are the highest temperature experienced by chip and substrate, and sT
0T   is the lowest temperature in the cycle. 
 
Next Engelmaier defines the total shear strain range as: 
(d T
h
γ α∆ = ∆ ∆ )        (2.2.3) 
where d is the distance from the farthest solder joint (worst case) to the neutral point of 
the chip.  The neutral point of the chip is the centre because unrestrained objects grow 
out in all directions equally from the centre due to thermal expansion. h is the height of 
the solder joint. For a simple square chip package, Engelmaier used the following 
equation for d: 
2
Ld =         (2.2.4) 
where L = length of the Chip/Carrier  
Combining the above equations gives Engelmaier’s final effective strain 
equation: 
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γ∆= .                                                    (2.2.6) 
where 
εf`   fatigue ductility coefficient, 
Nf   mean cycles to failure, 
∆γ  cyclic shear strain range, 
c     fatigue ductility exponent. 
For eutectic solder, a linear temperature correlation and a logarithmic frequency 
correlation appears to describe the thermal fatigue behavior best. Thus 
65.02 ' ≈fε         (2.2.7) 
)1ln(1074.1106442.0 24 fTc s +×+×−−= −−     (2.2.8) 
where 
sT   is the mean cyclic solder joint temperature in °C, 
f is the cyclic frequency, 10001 ≤≤ f  in cycles/day 
 
2.2.2.3 Solomon’s modified Coffin- Manson model 
Solomon’s modified Coffin- Manson model is based on his study on the 
isothermal low cycle fatigue behaviour of solder material [26]. Solomon correlated the 
number of cycles to failure Nf versus the applied inelastic shear strain range ∆γp. The 
fatigue life can be approximated by a single Coffin-Manson expression, i.e.,  
θγ α =∆ fp N          (2.2.9) 
where 
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Nf       mean cycles to failure, 
∆γp     applied cyclic inelastic shear strain range, 
f          coefficient of cycling frequency, 
α&θ   constants. 
Solomon’s results were based on isothermal low cycle fatigue tests running at -
50, 35, 125, and 150°C, respectively. Then the average α and θ were used to make a 
reasonable fit to all the data. For SnPb eutectic solder, α and θ were found to be 0.51 
and 1.14, respectively. Note that Nf was defined by a load drop of 50 percent. 
All the testing data were obtained with a cycling frequency of about 0.3Hz. 
Testing at lower frequencies reduces the fatigue life. Cyclic frequency is therefore 
considered. The influence of frequency can be described in terms of a frequency 
modified Coffin-Manson law as follows, 
θνγ α =∆ − )( 1Kfp N        (2.2.10) 
where K is a frequency component. 
 
Fig. 2.4 Cycling and temperature effect 
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The cycling and temperature effects are summarized in Fig. 2.4. The 35°C LCF 
data were utilized to draw the pγ∆ =10% curve. At high cycling frequencies, 
frequency-independent Coffin-Manson behaviour is observed. At lower cycling 
frequencies, the fatigue life is reduced. The 35°C strain life behaviour is approximately 
the mean for -40 to 125°C. The 125°C life is generally less than what is observed for 
35°C, hence, its use to define the K=1 curve would be more conservative. If a more 
conservative approach is desired, a correcting factor 1.67 to θ is recommended based 
on the 35°C data. The figure does not take account of the asymmetry of the thermal 
cycles. When the asymmetry of the thermal cycle is considered, there is a factor of 
three times reduction in the fatigue life, i.e. . 3/fN
 
2.2.2.4 Darveaux inelastic strain energy density model 
Robert Darveaux published his inelastic strain energy density approach in 1997 
[27]. His volume-weighted plastic work density model utilizes finite element analysis 
to calculate the inelastic strain energy density accumulated per cycle during 
temperature cycling. The strain energy density is then used with crack growth data to 
calculate the number of cycles to initiate cracks, and the number of cycles to propagate 
cracks through a joint. Darveaux derived a relation between weighted plastic work 
density ∆Wavg and the number of cycles to crack initiation, N0, and the crack 









da ∆=         (2.2.12) 
where K1, K2, K3 and K4 are crack growth constants and a is the characteristic crack 
length. 
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Finally, since the crack propagation rate was shown to be constant during 
thermal cycling, the fatigue life of a solder joint can be calculated by adding the 
number of cycles for crack initiation plus the number of cycles to grow the crack 
across the joint interface. The characteristic life is calculated as  
dNda
aNw /0
+=α         (2.2.13) 
where a is the joint diameter at the interface (final crack length). It was shown that the 
maximum crack length in the population was approximately 2X the characteristic 
length. Hence, the failure free life was expected to be half of the characteristic life, i.e. 
2/wffN α=         (2.2.14) 
It was shown that the calculated strain energy density increases as element size 
in the solder joint decreases. Hence, a volume averaging technique was used to reduce 
this sensitivity to meshing. The strain energy value of each element is normalized by 





Wavg        (2.2.15) 
This technique helps to make the analysis more robust, but it was found that 
there was still some dependency on the thickness of the interface elements [28]. The 
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Slice NL FEA Coarse 0.6 26800 -1.44 1.92 1.15 
   1.0 21800 -1.45 2.41 1.15 
   1.3 18100 -1.46 2.77 1.15 
Slice NL FEA Coarse 1.0 19500 -1.51 6.19 0.98 
Slice NL FEA Coarse 1.0 20300 -1.52 6.03 0.99 
Slice NL FEA Fine 1.0 22400 -1.52 5.86 0.98 
QTR NL FEA Fine 0.5 71000 -1.62 2.76 1.05 
   1.0 56300 -1.62 3.34 1.04 
   1.5 48300 -1.64 3.80 1.04 
QTR L+NL Fine 0.5 58800 -1.49 1.29 1.16 
   1.0 67500 -1.54 1.20 1.19 
   1.5 71900 -1.58 1.16 1.21 
QTR L+NL Fine 0.5 69900 -1.55 1.19 1.19 
   1.0 84200 -1.61 1.08 1.23 
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2.2.3 FEM models 
For all the correlations to predict thermal fatigue life, either strain or strain 
energy density needs to be determined. The finite element method has been used 
extensively in electronics packaging for solder joint reliability assessment. A number 
of different modelling techniques exist. Some of them sacrifice accuracy of results for 
efficiency of analysis. 
Since an electronics packaging may contain thousands of solder joints, it is 
impractical to model the whole assembly with very fine details. Instead, a global-local 
approach is usually followed where the boundary conditions for the local model are 
determined from the coarse global model analysis. Global level modelling can be 
generalized and categorized into: full 3-D model, equivalent shell and beam model, 
strip model and 2-D model. 
Among all these models, full 3-D model is by far the most accurate approach. 
In this model, the whole assembly is modelled. The model size is reduced by taking 
advantage of symmetry. Thus, only 1/4th or 1/8th of the whole assembly is modelled. 
Solid hexahedron elements are preferred in this model. Temperature dependent as well 
as nonlinear material properties can be incorporated. Since very little approximations 
are made, this model is the most accurate. Obviously, the disadvantage of this model is 
the long analysis time because of the huge number of nodes and elements. Being 
constrained by the available computational power, this model is sometimes 
impractical. 
Some researchers use shell and beam elements approximation for silicon chip, 
substrate and solder joints. The silicon chip and substrate are treated as shells due to 
the high in-plane over thickness aspect ratio. The shell section is defined by the 
corresponding component thickness and material properties. The solder joints are 
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simplified to a Timoshenko beam, since the aspect ratio of typical solder joints are less 
than 5. The beam shares the same force-displacement response as the solder joint. 
Equivalent beam properties are obtained by FEM experiments. This model is easy to 
implement with relatively high computational efficiency. However, abeam element 
assumes a constant section along its length. This assumption is clearly not valid all  the 
time. Also, since the solder pads on the chip and the substrate surface are ignored, the 
model cannot account for the local behaviour at interconnect/chip and 
interconnect/substrate interfaces, such as local CTE mismatch. Another disadvantage is 
that when there is underfill, which fills up in the space between solder joints, the whole 
intermediate layer between chip and substrate becomes solid compound. Beam model 
will not be able to represent the layer. Hence, this model cannot be applied anymore.  
For the strip model, a diagonal strip of the whole assembly is studied. 3D solid 
elements are adopted for meshing. Darveaux et al. [28] used symmetric restraints on 
one face and couple restraints on the other, i.e., plane remains plane. With this mode, 
the time to complete the analysis is shorter than the full 3D model. However, the 
accuracy of the boundary conditions assumed along the off-diagonal side of the strip is 
still doubtful. 
 
2.2.4 Material properties 
In order to obtain good FEA results, the properties of the various materials that 
are used in the analysis should be as accurate as possible. As it is known, most 
materials properties vary with external parameters such as temperature, humidity, 
loading rates, etc. However, the inclusion of these complicated material properties 
would significantly increase the computational time of the analyses, sometimes 
without much improvement in the results. Furthermore, the material models of some 
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materials are not readily available. The FEA models consist of four materials, namely 
eutectic tin-lead solder, silicon chip, organic substrate (FR4) and epoxy underfill.  
2.2.4.1 Eutectic tin-lead solder 
Characterisation of deforming behaviour of solder is an essential part of 
understanding and predicting thermal fatigue performance. The temperature dependent 
elastic Young’s modulus E, and yield stress σyield are defined by the following 
empirical expressions. 
MPaKTE )(15275970 −=       (2.2.16) 
MPaKTyield )(097.02.49 −=σ      (2.2.17) 
Due to the high operating temperature and its relatively low yield stress, solder 
exhibits significant time-independent plastic strain plasticε  and time-independent creep 
strain creepε . The work hardening effects, which determine the plastic strain beyond the 
yield stress, also account for the temperature variations as shown in Fig. 2.5. 
 
Fig. 2.5 Temperature dependent work hardening for eutectic tin-lead solder. 
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Creep process is expected to be operative at temperatures above half of melting 
point. Creep of solder is governed by mechanism of dislocation glide. Rate of recovery 
is by rearrangement and annihilation of dislocation. Steady state creep represents a 
balance between rate of strain hardening and rate of recovery.  
The creep behaviour of the solder that is used in the analysis is the hyperbolic 













d ncreep expsinh σαε     (2.2.18) 
where  
dt
d creepε  = equivalent creep strain rate [hour-1] 
 σ = equivalent von-mises stress [MPa] 
 T = temperature [K] 
 C = 59530 [K/hour/MPa] 
 G = 13100-55.84(T-273) [MPa] 
 α = 751 
 n = 3.3 
 Q = 0.548 [eV] 
 K=8.617×10-5 [eV/K] 
The Poisson ratio and the CTE are assumed to be constants. 
2.2.4.2 Silicon 
Ideally, the entire silicon is comprised of a single crystal without any grain 
boundaries. This results in an anisotropic material. However, the anisotropy is assumed 
to be not predominant, and hence a simplified linear isotropic elastic model is used. 
2.2.4.3 Organic substrate FR4 
FR4 substrate is made up of alternating layers of copper and polymer. In order 
to capture the accurate deformation modes of the FR4, every layer should be modelled 
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accordingly. However, in this work, the substrate is treated as homogeneous with 
isotropic properties. 
2.2.4.4 Underfill 
The underfill material behaves in an isotropic, viscoelastic manner. But it has 
been observed that the viscoelastic effect is not significant [30]. Furthermore, 
experimental data on this viscoelastic behaviour is scarce. Hence, the underfill is 
modelled as temperature dependent linear elastic isotropic material. 
The material properties used in the analyses are summarized in Table 2.2. 
Table 2.2 Summary of material properties 









Silicon 131000 0.23 2.8 
FR4 22000 0.14 18 
Underfill Temperature dependent 0.39 15 
 
2.3 Representative volume element (RVE) and homogenization 
method 
2.3.1 The definition of RVE 
Continuum mechanics deals with idealized materials consisting of material 
points and material neighbourhoods. It assumes that the material distribution, stress, 
and strain within an infinitesimal material neighbourhood of a typical particle can be 
regarded as essentially uniform. On the macroscale, however, the infinitesimal material 
neighbourhood is not uniform. It consists of various constituents with different 
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properties. Hence, the stress and strain fields within the material element are not 
uniform at the microscale level. 
Therefore, the concept of representative volume element (RVE) is introduced 
by Hill [31] and Nemat-Nasser [32]. An RVE for a material point of a continuum mass 
is a material volume which is statistically representative of the infinitesimal material 
neighbourhood of that material point. The continuum material point is called a macro-
element. The corresponding micro-constituents of the RVE are called micro-elements. 
An RVE must include a very large number of micro-elements, and be statistically 
representative of the local continuum properties. To quantify the concept of RVE, two 
length scales are necessary: one is the continuum or macro-length-scale, by which the 
infinitesimal material neighbourhood is measured; the second is the micro-length-scale 
which corresponds to the smallest constituent whose properties and shape have direct 
and first order effect on the overall response and properties of the continuum 
infinitesimal material neighbourhood or macro-element. The absolute dimensions of 
the micro-constituents may be very large or very small, depending on the size of the 
continuum mass and the objective of the analysis. To make an optimum choice of 
RVE, firstly, the most dominant features that have the first-order effect on the overall 
properties are included; secondly, the simplest model should be achieved for easy 
analysis. 
In micromechanics, the concept of RVE is used to estimate the continuum 
properties at a continuum material point, in terms of the microstructure and micro-
constituents that comprise that material point and its infinitesimal neighbourhood. In 
other words, the main task in the development of an RVE is to obtain the continuum 
constitutive properties in terms of the properties and structure of the micro-
constituents. The basic requirement is to obtain the overall average properties of the 
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RVE, when it is subjected to boundary data which correspond to the uniform local 
continuum fields. The aim is then to calculate its overall response parameters, and use 
these to describe the local properties of the continuum material element. 
Since the microstructure of the material, in general, changes in the course of 
deformation, the overall properties of its RVE also, in general, change. Hence, an 
incremental formulation is often necessary for plasticity analysis. 
For the purpose of micromechanics calculation, an RVE is regarded as a 
heterogeneous continuum with spatially variable and known constitutive properties. In 
many cases, the objective is to estimate the overall or average strain increment as a 
function of the corresponding stress increment or prescribed boundary displacement. 
For uniform macrofields, the prescribed increment surface tractions may be taken as 
spatially uniform, and the prescribed incremental surface displacement may be 
assumed to be linear. 
Under prescribed boundary conditions, the RVE must be in equilibrium and its 
overall deformation must be compatible. In constitutive modelling, the body force and 
inertia term are absent, i.e. the prescribed surface traction must be self-equilibrating 
and the prescribed surface displacement must be self-compatible so that there is no 
rigid body translation or rotation. 
 
2.3.2 RVE size and type 
An RVE for a material point of a continuum mass is material volume which is 
statistically representative of the infinitesimal material neighborhood of that material 
point [32]. It must be statistically representative of the local continuum properties and 
local configuration. 
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Figure 2.6 shows a continuum. Its material point P is surrounded by an 
infinitesimal material element. When the macro element is magnified, it has its own 
microstructure. It may contain voids, micro cracks, inclusions, etc. 
 
Fig. 2.6 Material point in continuum 
A RVE size can be associated with a given precision of the estimation of the 
desired overall properties. T. Kanit et al. [33] studied a random structure. Finite 
element simulations of volumes of different sizes are performed in the case of linear 
elasticity and thermal conductivity. The volumes are subjected to homogeneous strain, 
stress and periodic boundary conditions. The effective properties are obtained from 
large volumes. Smaller volumes can be used to provide solutions more realistically. 
The error in estimation is related to the definition of RVE size. The selection of RVE 
size depends on the investigated morphological or physical properties, the contrast in 
the properties of the constituents, and their volume fractions.  
A micromechanics and numerical study of RVE size was done by Drugan W.J. 
and Willis J.R. [34]. A class of random linearly elastic composite materials was 
studied. A quantitative estimation of the minimum representative volume element size 
was made. For a maximum error of 5% of the overall modulus term, the minimum 
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RVE size was almost twice the reinforcement diameter for any reinforcement 
concentration level. Such an estimation is essential for determining the minimum 
structural component size that can be treated by macroscopically homogeneous 
composite material representation. Gusev A.A. [35] studied composite materials 
strengthened by disordered non-overlapping identical spheres. A disordered RVE 
made up of 1, 8, 27 and 64 spheres were studied numerically. The results show that the 
scatter in the elastic constants was remarkably small and the averages obtained with 
varying numbers of spheres were practically the same. 
Two types of RVEs - cylindrical RVE and square RVE – have been proposed 
[36]. For the cylindrical RVE, a 2D axial symmetric model can be applied. Analytical 
solutions for linear elasticity can be derived. However, due to the poor repeatability of 
geometry, the application is limited. Mostly, it is applicable for nano-composite 
materials where there is great difference in elastic constants between the nano additive 
and the matrix material. The square RVE can be applied when the inclusions are 
distributed evenly in the matrix. To obtain the equivalent properties, however, 
numerical analyses are required. 
 
 
2.3.3 Current methods to obtain equivalent mechanical properties 
The heterogeneous specimen is replaced by a homogeneous equivalent 
continuum, which represents the structured material in an average sense. The 
fundamental assumption is the statistical homogeneity of the heterogeneous material. 
In this case, it is possible to define an RVE whose mechanical response is 
representative of the heterogeneous specimen as a whole. The first step is to define an 
appropriate RVE for which the mechanical properties of each constituent are known. 
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Homogenization methodology provides a way of predicting the mechanical 
response of a heterogeneous specimen. The unweighted volume average of the variable 
stress field )(xσ , taken over the volume V of the RVE, is defined in terms of the 





01 txσ        (2.3.1) 
where 
x   is the position vector 
0t   is the prescribed boundary traction. 
The average strain is represented in terms of boundary displacement as follows: 
( dS
V A
∫ ⊗+⊗= nuunε 00211 )       (2.3.2) 
where 
n  is the unit normal vector 
0u   is the prescribed boundary displacement 
In general, macrostress and macrostrain tensor, Σ  and  are equal to the 
average microstress 
Ε
σ  and microstrain ε . Hence, when the traction boundary data for 
the RVE are prescribed, 
Σnt •=0  on        (2.3.3) V∂
and when the displacement boundary data are prescribed, 
Exu •=0  on        (2.3.4) V∂
When the microstructure is fixed and the material of the RVE is linearly elastic, 
then the corresponding overall response will be linearly elastic too. 
ΕΣ :C=         (2.3.5) 
where C  is the overall elasticity tensor. 
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There are two main approaches for analyzing the elasto-plastic behaviour of 
heterogeneous material. One is to develop a macro-mechanical material model; the 
other is to perform micro-to-macro analyses. For the macro-mechanical model, macro-
mechanical analyses are performed to produce an equivalent, homogeneous, 
anisotropic elasto-plastic material model. Details of the individual materials and 
geometry are simplified. It is relatively inexpensive to implement for a particular 
structure. In contrast, for micro-to-macro analysis, a micro-mechanical analysis is 
carried out to determine the current averaged material properties. The average 
mechanical properties are obtained at every load step. These computations are repeated 
along the possible loading path. This method consumes a lot of computing time, but it 
can predict the mechanical properties at each individual loading point along the 
loading path. 
2.3.3.1 Elasticity 
Eshelby considered an inclusion within an infinitely extended linearly elastic 
homogeneous solid [37]. He assumed that the matrix and all the inclusions were 
linearly elastic and homogeneous, and the inclusions were perfectly bonded to the 
matrix. The actual stress and strain fields can be expressed as 
)(0 xσσσ d+=        (2.3.6) 
)(0 xεεε d+=         (2.3.7) 
where the variable stress and variable strain fields,  and , are the 
disturbances or perturbations in the prescribed uniform stress field  and the 
associated strain field , respectively, due to the presence of the inclusion. Then, the 




{ })(:)( 00 xεεCxσσσ dd +=+=  in M=V-Ω   (2.3.8) 
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{ })(:)( 00 xεεCxσσσ dd +=+= α  in Ωα    (2.3.9) 
{ })(:)( 00 xσσDxεεε dd +=+=  in M= V-Ω   (2.3.10) 
{ })(:)( 00 xσσDxεεε dd +=+= α  in Ωα    (2.3.11) 
where 
Ω is the union of all inclusions. 
C  is the stiffness tensor of matrix material. 
Cα  is the stiffness tensor of αth inclusion material. 
D  is the compliance tensor of matrix material. 
Dα  is the compliance tensor of αth inclusion material. 











α σσσ     (2.3.12) 
where  is the volume fraction of the αth inclusion. It defines the overall 
compliance tensor 
Vf /αα Ω=
D  in terms of the average stress in the inclusion. 
Since the response was linearly elastic, the disturbances in the stress and strain 
fields were also linear and homogeneous function of the prescribed macrostress, 
00 ::)(:)( σσσσ αααα
α HDDDD d =−=>+<−    (2.3.13) 
where the constant fourth-order tensor αH  is defined by the change in the average 
strain of , αΩ
0:: σσε ααα HD =−        (2.3.14) 








α        (2.3.15) 
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In order to apply the elasticity tensor C of matrix material everywhere with 
RVE, a suitable strain field  is introduced in Ω, such that the equivalent 
homogeneous solid has the same strain and stress fields as the actual heterogeneous 
solid. The strain  is called eigenstrain. Similarly, eigenstress  can be 
defined as follows: 
)(* xε
)(* xε )(* xσ
{ } { })(:)()(:)( 0* xεεCxεxεCxσ d+=−=   in M=V-Ω (2.3.16) 
{ } { })()(:)()(:)( *0* xεxεεCxεxεCxσ −+=−= d  in Ωα  (2.3.17) 
{ })(:)()(:)( 0* xεεCxσxεCxσ d+=+=   in M=V-Ω (2.3.18) 
{ } )()(:)()(:)( *0* xσxεεCxσxεCxσ ++=+= d  in Ωα  (2.3.19) 
Eshelby’s results show that 
1) the eigenstrain  necessary for homogenization is uniform in Ω; *ε
2) the resulting strain  and stress , are also uniform in Ω, dε dσ
*:εε Ω= Sd         (2.3.20) 
where the fourth-order tensor  is called Eshelby’s tensor, with the following 
properties: 
ΩS
a) It is symmetric with respect to the first two indices and the second 
two indices: 
b) It is independent of the material properties of the inclusion Ω: 
c) It is completely defined in terms of aspect ratios of the ellipsoidal 
inclusion Ω, and the elastic parameters of the surrounding matrix M; 
d) When the surrounding matrix is isotropic,  only depends on the 
Poisson ratio of the matrix and the aspect ratio of Ω. 
ΩS
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Eshelby’s results play a key role in the micromechanics modeling of elastic and 
inelastic heterogeneous solids. It has been used extensively to estimate aggregate 
properties. 
Nemat-Nasser S. and Hori M. [32] generalized Eshelby’s results to finite 
deformation by applying Tanaka-Mori’s results. When the inclusion part Ω undergoes 
transformation corresponding to , and the remaining part of V undergoes 
uniform transformation with uniform eigenstrain , the resulting disturbance fields 
 and  may not be constant in V and Ω. The average strain and stress in Ω 




2*1* :)(: εεε ΩΩ
Ω
Ω −+><=>< SSS Vd     (2.3.21) 
2*1* :)(::)(: εε1σ ΩΩ
Ω
Ω −+><−=>< SSCSC Vd    (2.3.22) 
where  and  are Eshelby’s tensors for V and Ω, respectively. VS ΩS
The average strain and stress over V are given by 
{ }2*1* )1(: εεε ffSVVd −+><=>< Ω     (2.3.23) 
{ }2*1* )1(:)(: εε1σ ffSC VVd −+><−=>< Ω    (2.3.24) 
where f is the volume fraction of Ω in V. 
The average strain and stress over M=V-Ω are given by 
)(:)(
1




d    (2.3.25) 
)(:)(:
1




d  (2.3.26) 
For heterogeneous materials where the inclusion volume fraction is large, the 
interaction cannot be ignored. Therefore, a self-consistent method should be applied. 
To estimate the average strain or stress in an inhomogeneity, the self-consistent 
method embeds this inhomogeneity in a fictitious unbonded homogeneous solid which 
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has the unknown overall properties of the RVE. For dilute distribution of inclusion, 
interaction effects can be ignored.   
2.3.3.2 Plasticity 
Iwakuma, Obata and Netmat Nassar extended Eshelby’s theory to finite strain 
[38, 39]. The transition from micro to macro variables of an RVE of a finite deformed 
aggregate was explored. For finite deformation, there was an arbitrariness in the 
selection of suitable kinematical and dynamical quantities whose overall measures 
were defined in terms of unweighted volume averages of the corresponding 
micromeasures, and which were then employed to define other overall quantities, using 
the usual continuum mechanics relations. An explicit procedure was constructed to 
estimate the local rate quantities in terms of overall average values. Averaging 
theorems in finite deformation plasticity was discussed in [40]. In order to account for 
the mismatch of the material properties of the inclusion and matrix, a suitable velocity 
gradient field is introduced, such that the equivalent homogeneous solid has the same 
velocity gradient and nominal stress rate field as the actual heterogeneous solid under 
the prescribed boundary conditions. 
It appears natural to consider an RVE subjected to either uniform surface 
tractions or linear surface displacements. This will suggest some certain 
macroscopically uniform deformation and stress measures which are completely 
described by the boundary data, and hence, which are volume averages of the 
corresponding nonuniform micromeasures. It turns out that deformation gradient F , 
and its rate , and the nominal stress  and its rate  are suitable deformation and 
stress measures for the purpose of averaging. Their unweighted volume averages are 
completely defined in terms of boundary data. 
F& NS NS&
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NFF x1       (2.3.27) 
where 
 V is the initial volume with surface V∂  of exterior unit normal N. 
Similarly, 




x1       (2.3.28) 
Nominal stress is defined as 
T
N J
−= FS σ         (2.3.29) 
where 
)det(F=J         (2.3.30) 






TXSS 1       (2.3.31) 
where 
T is the self-equilibrating surface traction. 
If T  is the self-equilibrating traction rates prescribed on & V∂ , then 
0S =⋅∇ N&  in V   and    on TSN && =⋅ N V∂     (2.3.32,33) 




STXSS &&&& =⊗>==< ∫
∂
1      (2.3.34) 
The overall Cauchy stress rate σ& , cannot have a similar relation to Eq. 
(2.3.34). 
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In order to account for mismatch of the material properties of inclusion and 
matrix, a suitable velocity gradient field,  is introduced, such that the equivalent 
homogeneous solid has the same velocity gradient and nominal stress rate fields as the 
actual heterogeneous solid under the prescribed boundary data. The velocity gradient 




0)(* =XF   in M      (2.3.35) 
** )( FXF =   in Ω      (2.3.36) 
( ) ( ))()(:)()(:)( 0* XFXFXFXFXS dN &&&& +=−= FF  in M  (2.3.37) 
( ) ( ))()()(:)()(:)( *0* XFXFXFXFXFXS &&&&& −+=−= dN FF  in Ω (2.3.38) 
where  
F  is pseudo-modulus tensor. 
M stands for matrix. 
Ω stands for inclusion. 
The generalized Eshelby’s tensor and its conjugate can be used to estimate the 
average velocity gradients and the nominal stress rate in an inclusion of pseudo-
modules , which is embedded in unbonded uniform matrix. ΩF
An infinitely extended homogeneous solid is considered. Either eigenvelocity 
gradients or eigenstress rates are distributed within a portion of the solid. The Green 
function for the unbounded solid is then used to formulate the resulting velocity field. 
The generalized Eshelby tensor is used to obtain the field quantities in an ellipsoidal 
inclusion, leading to exact expression for a set of identities relating these quantities. It 
shows that many results in linearly elasticity can be applied to the finite deformation 
problem, provided suitable kinematical and dynamical variables are used. 
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2.3.3.3 Viscoplasticity 
Till today, there are few works on the study of viscoplasticity of heterogeneous 
materials. O. ven der Sluis et al. [41] suggested a hyperelastic viscoplastic model to 
study the properties of a heterogeneous material, where the matrix is polycarbonate 
with rubber inclusion. More specifically, the hyperelastic part is from the works of 
Simo and Pister [42] and Peric [43], whereas Perzyna’s overstress model [44] is 
selected to characterise the visoplastic part of the model. A simple power law is chosen 






⎛= τφ )(         (2.3.39) 
where )(Fφ  is the overstress function, F  is the yield function, and yτ  is the initial 
yield stress. 
The apparent initial yield point is deemed to be reached when the macroscopic 
effective viscoplastic strain has a prescribed value of [41]. 7101 −×
For the homogeneous equivalent material at the macro level, the values for 
effective parameters are obtained by separating the three characteristics of the model, 
namely the elastic, plastic and viscous parts. The parameters are fitted onto finite 
element calculations onto the RVE by applying appropriate boundary conditions, 
which followed from the micro-macro relations. The determination of the macroscopic 
properties obtained from numerical simulations of an RVE is validated for prediction 
of the mechanical properties of both periodically structured and irregularly structured 
solid. Good agreement is obtained between the responses of the homogenised material 
and heterogeneous structure. However, the parameters for the viscoplastic model were 
assumed to be constant in the studies by [41-44]. In fact, the parameters should be 
functions of a deformation characteristic. Another weakness in the viscoplastic model 
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developed by [41-44] is that the effect of temperature was not considered, even though 
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Chapter 3 Stretched Solder Column 
3.1 Advantage of stretched solder column  
The most widely used solder joint geometry is the truncated sphere (Fig. 3.1). 
During the reflow process, the solder is in the molten stage at peak temperature. The 
weight of the component is supported by the solder joints, being balanced by the 
vertical component of the surface tension forces of the molten solder. When the solder 
joints are cooled down, the resulting geometry is a truncated sphere (Fig. 3.1). 
 
Fig. 3.1 Cross section of solder bump of chip scale package (CSP) 
For solder joints under thermal cycle fatigue loading, the strain but not the 
stress is the main driving force of the failure. Hence, the strain value can be used as 
criteria to justify the potential failure site. The finite element analysis of the solder 
joints under thermal fatigue loading shows that high strain value is normally 
accumulated at the solder/chip and/or solder/substrate interface.  
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Fig. 3.2 Strain contour plot of solder joint 
The initial microstructure of PbSn eutectic solder is the classic lamellar 
structure with colonies made up of alternating phase regions of the Sn- and Pb-rich 
phases. As the cycling proceeds, the shear deformation concentrates into bands that are 
clearly marked by an associated rapid microstructure coarsening. The band of 
coarsened material traverses the initial microstructure parallel to the Cu-solder 






Fig. 3.3 a) initial lamellar microstructure of eutectic solder; b) coarsened 





However, intermetallic layers start to grow near the two pads on the chip side 
and on the substrate side during solder reflow process. For Pb-Sn solder, (Au,Ni)Sn4 is 
normally observed above a continuous layer of Ni3Sn4 (Fig. 3.4(a)). The layer of 
(Au,Ni)Sn4 is known to weaken a solder joint severely [46]. For Pb free solders 
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containing Cu, it was found that the firstly formed intermetallic compound (IMC) had 
28~32 wt% of Cu, 18~23 wt% Ni, and 47~50% wt% of Sn [47]. Then another IMC 
which consisted of 34~36 wt% of Ni, 4~9 wt% of Cu, and 57~61 wt% of Sn was 
observed in higher temperature reflow. Diffraction patterns confirmed that the first and 
second IMC layers formed were (CuNi)6Sn5 and (NiCu)3Sn4, respectively. The initially 
formed (CuNi)6Sn5 layer was well attached to the UBM. Then it started to separate 
from the UBM and grew abnormally when needle like (NiCu)3Sn4 IMC started to form 
(Fig. 3.4(b)) [47]. 
   
Fig. 3.4 Morphology of IMC layer (a) SnPb solder; (b) Lead free Cu contained solder 
Most of the failure of solder joints are reported to be in the IMC layer. The 
measured fracture toughness of the IMC layer is only half that of pure solder [48]. 
Therefore, it will be an advantage if the failure site can be shifted to the bulk solder 
rather than the IMC layer. Solder joints with better compliance normally offer better 
thermal fatigue response. Besides material properties, the compliance of a solder joint 
depends on its shape. 
Based on this idea, an hourglass-shaped solder joint was proposed to improve 
the fatigue life of solder joints in a flip chip. A novel stretched solder column (SSC) 
chip-to-board interconnection has been developed [5]. A preliminary study has shown 
that the SSC has some advantages over the conventional solder ball joint in terms of 
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thermal fatigue life. The Mean Time To Failure (MTTF) has been found to increase by 
up to more than 70% based on the simulation results. Therefore, it is meaningful to 
carry out a study on the optimized geometry design of the SSC in order to find out the 
best solution.  
Currently, the truncated sphere method, the analytical method and the energy-
based algorithm are the three major methods for solder shape prediction. 
Some researchers have developed the truncated sphere model [17]. It is based 
on the assumption that the solder bump after reflow is a truncated sphere. Upon 
mounting on the substrate, the solder joint shape is assumed to be a “double truncated 
sphere”. As a result, once the solder volume is known, the standoff height and the 
diameter of the solder ball can be predicted by using formulae. 
Heinrich et al. [8][9] and Ching and Chen [10] have addressed the closed form 
solution of the force balanced algorithm for solder formation. The solution is based on 
the assumption that the solder joint attains static equilibrium when solidification 
occurs. A Laplace equation is used to calculate the contour of the solder surface. 
In general, the total energy of a liquid body consists of three major energy 
components: the surface energy, the gravitational energy, and the wetting energy. 
Surface Evolver is an established software which is used to predict the equilibrium 
shape of a body of liquid under isothermal conditions [13]. With given fixed boundary 
conditions, such as solder volume and standoff height, the equilibrium state will be 
found based on a finite volume method. Surface Evolver has been widely used to 
predict solder joint shapes.  
However, all these methods can only predict the equilibrium shape of a solder 
joint, with given fixed standoff height. Truncated sphere theory and the force-balance 
solution are only applicable to a spherical joint. Surface Evolver is heavily iteration 
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and mesh-refinement dependent at high aspect ratio. They are unable to predict the 
transient shape of a solder joint during the stretching of the molten solder. Another 
shortcoming is that all these methods are based on isothermal conditions. Once part of 
the solder joint is solidified, they are unable to predict the subsequent joint geometry 
when it is stretched. 
3.2 Solder joint shape prediction 
Energy based methods are extensively adopted in electronic packaging research 
for predicting the geometry of solder interconnection. In general, the total energy of a 
liquid body consists of three major energy components: the surface energy, the 
gravitational energy, and the wetting energy. The basic theory governing the static 
equilibrium state of a liquid under the influence of surface tension and gravity is well 
known and has been discussed by Laplace, Concus and Finn [12]. To predict the static 
equilibrium shape of solder at the onset of solidification and joint formation with a 
prescribed volume, the problem becomes 
wgsp EEEE ++=min      (3.2.1) 
subject to 




Ep  is the potential energy 
Es  is the free surface energy 
Eg  is the gravitational energy, and 
Ew  is the wetting energy 
The free surface, gravitational and wetting energy can be calculated as 
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daE
a
s ∫= γ         (3.2.3) 
dygzE
h





ψγ∫=        (3.2.5) 
where 
γ surface tension 
ψ wetting angle 
Another governing equation is mass conservation, 






where V is an arbitrary volume; ρ is the density; ui is the velocity; t is the time; ni is the 
normal to the free surface; ∂V is the surface of the volume. 
In this study, the energy approach is adopted to predict the quasi-static solder 
joint geometry. Since the geometry is axisymmetric, a 2-D analysis is conducted. A 
proper finite element mesh is built so that the aspect ratio of elements near the necking 
area will not be too high at high stretching displacement. The Abaqus time increment 
interation method is adopted. Total energy for each increment is calculated. Converged 
results shall be given based on the energy conservative law with the constraint that 
volume of every element remains constant. Hence, the changes of radius and height for 
each node are exported as nodal displacement.  
For one particular solder joint, the solder joint is discretized into Nz layers. For 
each layer, there are three parameters to be defined. They are the thickness of the layer 
and two radii at the upper and lower planes. Any cross-section of the solder joint is 
assumed to be circular. Hence, the surface energy and gravitational energy can be 
determined for each layer. 
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For Nz layers of solder volume, there are Nr=Nz+1 values of radius. Since the 
pad radius is fixed, the number of unknown radii is equal to Nr-2=Nz-1. The volume of 
each layer is fixed. So the height of each layer can be determined from the initial joint 
geometry, current upper and lower radius. This is an optimization problem with the 
target of minimizing total potential energy, constrained by volume conservation. There 
are altogether Nv=Nz-1 unknowns. 
Total potential energy is a very complicated function of all the Nv unknowns. 
Hence, it is very difficult to determine all the unknowns. In order to solve this 
problem, a direction set method is adopted. If there is a starting point Pi in Nv-
dimensional space, proceed from that point in some vector direction ni, then, the target 
function f(P) can be minimized along the line ni by one dimensional methods. i.e., to 
find out the scalar that minimizes f(Pi+λni). Upon arriving at the minimization point 
along vector ni, Pi is replaced by Pi+1=Pi+λni. The same procedure runs for the next 
vector ni+1, until reaching the last vector nnv of Nv-dimensional space. 
Unit vectors e1, e2, …… env are chosen to be the initial set of directions. They 
















            Nv × Nv   (3.2.7) 
         Column:   1     2   …   Nv
        Vector:     e1    e2   …   env
After one iteration along all the Nv vector directions, a new vector is generated, 
which is Pnv-P0. Since this direction is the direction moved after Nv possible directions, 
this new vector is to be updated into the vector space matrix. In order to maintain the 
space vector within a manageable size, one vector needs to be discarded. In this case, 
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the direction with the largest decrease of the target function is discarded and replaced 
by the new direction vector. Discarding of the direction with the largest decrease of 
target function may lead to a slower convergence rate, but this can avoid yielding of 
local minimization. As that direction is the best in the previous iteration, it is also 
likely to be a major component of the new direction that is added to the matrix. So 
dropping it gives the best chance of avoiding a buildup of linear dependence. 
There are also few exceptions to this basic idea. Sometimes, it is better not to 
add a new direction. 
Define  
f0=f(P0) fN=f(PN) fE=f(2PN-P0)   (3.2.8,9,10) 
Here, fE is the function value at extrapolated point along the proposed new 
direction. If fE ≥ f0, then keep the old set of directions for the next iteration. 
Hence, the multi-dimensional problem is changed into a one-dimensional 
problem by determining λ. In order to determine the scalar λ for vector direction ni, 
there are two steps. The first step is to find the range of λ, within which the minimum 
can be found. The Golden Section Search method is employed to bracket a minimum. 
There is an initial range (a, b). A minimum is only bracketted when there is a triplet 
points, a<b<c (or c<b<a), such that f(b) is less than both f(a) and f(c). In this case, the 
function has a minimum in the interval (a, c). The next step is to find out the minimum 
of the target function. The function f(λ) can be evaluated at an intermediate point x 
between the initial interval (a, c) and a new, smaller bracketting interval obtained, 
either (a, x) or (x, c). The process continues until the bracketting interval is acceptably 
small. The ending criteria for the iterations is that the limit of the interval a c is 
2×x×tol apart, with x at the midpoint of a and c, where tol is the accuracy specified. 
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The value of tol must not be smaller than the square root of the floating point 
precision. 
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Fig. 3.5 Flow chart of the program (where Nz is the number of discretized layer; Nr=Nz+1; Nv=Nz-3) 
Chapter 3 Stretched Solder Column 
A user-code was developed to predict simulate the stretching process of the 
SSC interconnect under isothermal conditions. Abaqus® V6.4 is used as a graphics 
user interface (GUI). The mesh was built with Abaqus® CAE. The user-code is in 
Fortran 90 format and plugged into Abaqus®. Both surface energy and wetting energy 
are considered. The FEM simulation time increment is fixed. At the end of each 
increment, the program will read the data output from Abaqus®. After the total 
potential energy is minimized, the mesh will be updated accordingly. Not only the 
overall volume of solder column but also the volume of every element should be 
monitored. Any large change of the volume will change the internal energy of the 
system, and in the end, will affect the results.  
Fig. 3.6 shows the mesh of the solder column at heights of 100µm, 120µm and 
150µm. The original solder ball is also shown in Fig. 3.6(a). 
 
Fig. 3.6 Contour plot of solder shape a) original solder ball; b) stretching to height 
100µm; c) stretching to height 120µm; d) stretching to height 150µm 
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During the stretching process, not only the overall volume of SSC but also the 
volume of every element should remain unchanged. The overall solder volume error 
percentage history is plotted in Fig. 3.7. The overall solder volume error percentage is 
controlled to within 0.2%. In the example shown here, the height of the SSC is 200µm. 

























Fig. 3.7 Overall volume error percentage history plot 
The element volume error percentage history is plotted in Fig. 3.8. Volume 
history of seven elements is extracted randomly. Most of the elements show good 
volume conservation and the error percentage is controlled within ±1%. Error of 7.5% 
is observed for element 200 which is adjacent to the pad. The element is located on the 
1st layer. After computing the solder volume for each individual layer, in order to 
constrain the overall solder volume, the balance of the solder volume is pushed to the 
1st layer. Round-off error hence, is accumulated. The code needs to be improved 
further. 
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Fig. 3.8 Element volume error percentage history plot 
The accuracy of the user-code needs to be verified. Some reference simulation 
results from an established software can be used as a benchmark. 
Comparison of Results from Surface Evolver and 
























Fig. 3.9 Comparison of solder column shape prediction 
Surface Evolver is a software which is able to predict the equilibrium shape of 
a blob of liquid. The simulation of Evolver is based on the finite volume method [13]. 
It is used to predict the shape of a blob of liquid with all the boundary conditions fixed. 
Some simulation results from the user code developed in this study is compared with 
the results from Surface Evolver in Fig. 3.9. The height of the solder column is 100 
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µm. The results from the user-code are very close to the results from Surface Evolver. 
The maximum error percentage is within ±1.5%. The tiny difference is perhaps due to 
the lack of consideration of gravitational energy contributed by the mass of silicon 
chip. Gravitational energy is reported to have a very tiny effect on the final shape 
formation, compared with surface energy [11]. 
The above results show that the current code is able to predict the solder joint 
shape under isothermal conditions. 
3.3 Stretching experiment 
3.3.1 Process flow 
In order to conduct the isothermal stretching test under laboratory conditions, a 
chip level stretching process is performed. The whole assembly process is illustrated in 
Fig. 3.10 
 Apply flux on test 
chip 
Deposit solder ball 
on test chip 
 
Pick and place the 
dummy chip 
Solder reflow to 
form joint 
 
 Solder reflow Assemble cleaning 
Fig. 3.10 Demonstration of assembling process for testing specimen. 
Solder joints are formed between two silicon dies. A 5 × 5mm2 × 0.6mm thick 
chip is adopted. There is one row of copper pads along the chip sphere. Total number 
of IOs is 28. The pitch is 600 micron. The pad diameter is 250 micron. A 10 %vol 
hydrofluoric acid solution was deoxygenated by sparging with argon for 30 min 
through a Teflon tube inserted into the solution. The silicon chips were immersed in 
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the hydrofluoric acid solution in a test tube. A 3-minute immersion time was sufficient 
to remove the oxide film and to leave behind a uniform and clean copper pad surface. 
A longer immersion time may lead to etching of the copper pads. This will affect the 
formation of the IMC layer, resulting in a poor solder joint. The prepared chips were 
immediately placed into the oxygenated water to remove any residue hydrofluoric 
acid. After the chips were immersed for 30 seconds, compressed nitrogen was used to 
blow dry the chips. 
The solder flux was deposited on the copper pad with stencil printing. Solder 
spheres of diameter 380 micron were deposited onto the pad via a stencil mask 
afterwards. Sn/Pb eutectic solder was used in this test. Then a dummy chip was 
assembled onto the sample with a pick and place machine. The dummy chip is 
identical with the functional chip. 
The assembly was then reflowed in the oven. The peak temperature is 212°C. 
The reflow time is 7 minutes.  
3.3.2 Experimental setup 
The stretching experiment was conducted in the Nano-micro system integration 
laboratory in NUS (Fig.3.11) using an Instron micro tester. It is an instrument with 
very high sensitivity and accuracy in terms of displacement control.  
An electrical heater pad with embedded thermal couple was used to heat up the 
assembly. The top surface of the pad was covered with an aluminum sheet 25 × 25mm2 
× 0.2mm thick. The other surface of the heater was covered with insulation in order to 
reduce heat loss. 
Two heater pads are required for the experiment. One is to heat up the upper 
surface the specimen, another for the bottom surface. A temperature controller is used 
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to control the heating temperature. The model is Watflow series 96. The accuracy of 
temperature can be up to 0.1°C. The experiments were conducted at room temperature. 
 
Cedip IR camera       Specimen loading fixture          Watflow controller 
Fig. 3.11 Experiment platform in Nano-micro system integration lab. 
In order to monitor the real time temperature distribution and geometry of the 
solder joints, a thermal infrared camera was ised. The model is Cedip Emerald E630M. 
It is a mid-wave length infrared camera using MCT sensor. The operating waveband is 
between 3.7 and 4.8µm. The temperature calibration range capability is from -20°C to 
500°C. The temperature sensitivity is better than 0.018°C. With the G3 macro lens, the 
best spatial resolution is 5 microns at focus distance of 25 mm. The camera can capture 
the still infrared photo as well as video with high versatility. The pixel resolution of the 
photo and video is 640×512. Full frame rate is 117Hz. 
3.3.3 Experimental procedure 
The specimen was heated up by both top and bottom heater pads. The real time 
temperature distribution and geometry was monitored and recorded by infrared camera 
Cedip E630M. 
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a)    b) 
Fig. 3.12 a) aluminum bar adhered to
In order to mount the heater pad
bar was glued to the insulated surface o
be clamped by the Instron fixture (Fig
16mm × (W) 5mm × (H) 25mm. The 
silica paper to reduce heat loss.  
The specimen overall size is (L
600µm. Pad diameter is 250µm. In orde
a piece of copper plate is adhered to the
of the copper plate is (L) 16mm × (W) 1
The specimen loading procedure
1. Instron machine was 
both upper and lower h
2. The lower heater pad
machine. 
 Instron arm 
 heater pad; b) fixture on Instron machine. 
 to the Instron machine, a piece of aluminum 
f the heater pad so that the aluminum bar can 
. 3.12). The size of the aluminum bar is (L) 
aluminum bar was adhered with few layer of 
) 5mm × (W) 5mm × (H) 1.5mm. Pitch is 
r to reuse the heater pad to conduct more tests, 
 heater pad using a double sided tape. The size 
0mm × (T) 1mm. 
 is listed below. 
calibrated. Double sided tape was adhered to 
eater pad surface. 
 was clamped to the chuck of the Instron 
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3. The upper heater pad was placed on top of the lower heater pad 
surface. The reason of doing so is to assure the alignment of the two 
heater pad surfaces. The upper heater pad was then clamped. 
4. The lower copper plate was adhered to the lower heater pad. The 
position of the plate should be close the edge of the heater pad. If it is 
far away from the edge, it is difficult for the infrared camera to 
focus, as the focal length of the G3 lens is only 25mm. 
5. The upper copper plate is placed on top of the first copper plate. The 
arm is lowered so that the upper heater pad surface is in contact with 
the upper copper plate. The arm was then moved downwards so that 
the contact force reached about 5N. The pressure was maintained for 
about 2 minute to ensure good contact and curing of the double sided 
tape. 
6. The arm was moved upwards. Glue was spread along the two 
surfaces of the specimen. Put the specimen on the lower copper 
plate. Lower down arm so that the upper copper plate is in contact 
with the specimen. By adjusting the position of the arm with a micro 
adjuster, a compressive force of about 1.5N was exerted on the 
specimen. The pressure was maintained for about 30 minutes for the 
glue to cure. 
7. Set up and calibrate the Cedip IR camera. Adjust the position so that 
a proper image of the specimen can be captured. 
8. Adjust the position of the arm to release the compressive force on the 
specimen. Then re-calibrate the Instron micro-tester.  
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Fig. 3.13 Schematic diagram of loading of specimen. 
 
   Copper plate        Specimen 
Fig. 3.14 Picture of specimen loading. 
After the specimen is loaded, the experiment is ready to start. The heater pads 
are turned on. The ramp up temperature is 193°C which is 10°C above the melting 
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point of SnPb eutectic solder. During the temperature ramping up, the fixture is 
expanded due to the CTE. Hence, a compression force is exerted to the specimen. This 
may lead to collapse of the solder joints due to the drastic degradation of stiffness at 
high temperature near the melting point. Hence, the load should be released gradually. 
This was achieved by shifting the arm upwards. The force detected by the Instron 
machine is monitored closely. While a compressive force may lead to the collapse of 
the solder joints, a high tensile force may lead to delamination of the glued surfaces. 
When the temperature reaches the targetted value, the stretching process is 
started. Two stretching rates of 100 and 250 µm/min were used. The stretching is 
stopped at a stretching distance of 710µm, giving the solder joint an aspect ratio of 4. 
The target temperature is then set to room temperature for the specimen to cool 
down. Due to the CTE, the fixture is shrinking as temperature goes down. This will 
generate a tensile force in the specimen. The arm of the micro tester is moved in order 
to reduce the buildup of tensile stress in the solder joints and maintain them in a stress 
free state. 
After the temperature has cooled down to room temperature, the Instron arm 
and chuck fixture are released. The specimen with copper plates is then dipped into 
acetone for 3 minutes before the specimen is separated from the copper plates. 
3.3.4 Results and discussion 
The picture of the specimen after stretching is shown in Fig. 3.15. The 
experimental results are extracted from the Altair software which was used to capture 
the Cedip IR image. 
The IR images for various stand-off heights are shown in Figs. 3.16, 3.17, 3.18 
and 3.19. 
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Fig. 3.15 Image of the specimen before and after stretching. a) solder joints before 
stretching; b) stretching height 900µm; c) stretching height 999µm. 
a) 326 µm  
 
b) 425 µm  
Fig. 3.16 Experimental image at standoff heights 326 and 425 µm. 
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c) 482 µm  
 
d) 530 µm  
 
e) 574 µm  
Fig. 3.17 Experimental image at standoff heights 482, 530 and 574µm. 
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f) 636 µm  
 
g) 678 µm  
 
h) 734 µm  
Fig. 3.18 Experimental image at standoff heights 636, 678 and 734µm. 
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i) 814 µm  
 
j) 900 µm  
 
k) 999 µm  
Fig. 3.19 Experimental image at standoff heights 814, 900 and 999µm. 
The shape of the solder joint was read from the IR image. Comparison of 
simulation results with experimental results are shown in Figs. 3.20 to 3. 28. 
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Fig. 3.22 Comparison of simulation and experimental results at stand-off height 
530µm. 
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Fig. 3.25 Comparison of simulation and experimental results at stand-off height 
814µm. 
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Fig. 3.27 Comparison of simulation and experimental results at stand-off height 
999µm. 
 
From the results in Fig. 3.16 to Fig. 3.27, it shows that the results from 
simulation agree well with that of the experiments. There are several factors which 
may affect the stretching process. These are discussed below. 
a) Stretching rate. 
Two experiments were conducted at two different stretching rates. However, 
not much difference was noticed (Fig. 3.28). 
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Fig. 3.28 a) stretching rate=250µm; b) stretching rate=100µm. 
b) Temperature. 
Temperature is very crucial for the experiment. Experiments were also 
conducted with arm temperature ramping down. The arm was naturally cooled after the 
solder joints were stretched for 3 minutes at stretching rate of 100µm/min. 
 
Solder joint neck 
Fig. 3.29 Experiment results with arm cooled down. 
The results are shown in Fig. 3.29. The upper part of the solder joint solidified 
first. Thus, the necking was shifted to the lower side. Hence, the solder joint shape can 
be controlled by temperature gradient. 
c) Residue solder flux. 
Solder flux may reside on the solder joint after solder reflow. Flux cleaning 
may help to eliminate solder flux residues. However, solder flux residues can still be 
found on some specimens. 
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Residue solder flux 
Fig. 3.30 Effect of solder flux residue. 
From Fig. 3.30, it can be seen that flux residue does have a significant effect on 
the shape of the solder joint. 
 
d) Poor bumping process. 
Poor bumping process also affect the stretching process. Weak adhesion of 
solder joint to pad may cause it to peel off (Fig. 3.31). 
 
Poor joint quality 
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e) IMC thickness and solder microstructure 
Another important issue is the thickness of intermetallic (IMC) layer. Since the 
solder joints experienced two times solder reflow, it is worthwhile to look into the 
thickness of the IMC layer. Too thick an IMC layer may weaken the thermal cycle 
performance of the solder joint. Too thin a layer may lead to poor adhesion. The 
normal thickness of the IMC layer is 2 to 4µm. Cross sectioning was done to the 
stretched solder column in order to determine the thickness of the IMC layer (Fig.3.32). 
Measured thickness of IMC is about 2.3 to 3.9µm. Hence, the IMC layer thickness is 





Fig. 3.32 SEM image of pad and IMC. 
The initial microstructure of PbSn eutectic solder is still the classic lamellar 
structure with colonies made up of alternating phase regions of the Sn- and Pb-rich 
(black region) phases. This means that the stretching process does not change the 
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Chapter 4: Slim Sector Model 
4.1 Motivation and proposal of the slim sector model 
  
Flip chip attachment technology was first introduced by IBM through its 
“Controlled Collapse Chip Connection” (C4) technology. Flip chip attachment as with 
other packaging schemes is susceptible to many failure mechanisms.  The most 
common of these is thermal fatigue of the solder joint.  Thermal fatigue occurs when a 
die and a substrate of differing coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE) are subjected 
to temperature cycling.  These temperature excursions create relative displacements 
between chip and substrate which lead to significant strain in the solder joints.  IBM 
has shown that for typical applications where 100 mil square dies are used throughout 
a temperature cycle (∆ T) ranging 75oC at a rate of 1.5 cycles per day can produce 
average strains of 0.5%.  Such strains are known to be significant to lead-bearing 
solders.      
Tin-Lead solders are commonly used in flip-chip applications because of their 
low melting temperatures (<200oC), meaning that they can be reflowed without 
damaging other components or the PC board.  However, because of the low melting 
temperature, these solders are vulnerable to creep.  As the solder joint is subjected to 
temperature cycling, most of the strain produced is inelastic. The interface region of 
the solder joint to the silicon die and the substrate is a region of high strain 
concentration and shows severe inelastic strain. The damage of the solder joint is 
typically strain dominated low cycle fatigue. Fatigue damage is accumulated within 
each cycle until the solder joint fails.  Failure of the solder joint usually occurs at the 
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joints farthest from the centre of the die and is usually seen as a crack or delamination 
at the solder to die or solder to substrate interface.  
The finite element method has been used extensively in electronics packaging 
for solder joint reliability assessment. A number of different modelling techniques 
exist. Some of them sacrifice the accuracy of results for efficiency of analysis. 
Since an electronics package may contain thousands of solder joints, it is 
impractical to model the whole assembly with very fine details. Instead, a global-local 
approach is usually followed where the boundary conditions for the local model are 
determined from the coarse global model analysis. Global level modelling can be 
generalized and categorized into: full 3-D model, equivalent shell and beam model, 
strip model and 2-D model. 
Among all these models, the full 3-D model is by far the most accurate 
approach. In this model, the whole assembly is modelled. The model size is reduced by 
taking advantage of symmetry. Thus, the only 1/4th or 1/8th of the whole assembly need 
be modelled. Solid hexahedron elements are preferred in this model. Temperature-
dependent as well as nonlinear material properties can be incorporated. Since very 
little assumptions are made, this model is the most accurate. Obviously, the 
disadvantage of this model is that long analysis time because of the huge number of 
nodes, elements and degrees of freedom (DOFs). Being constrained by the available 
computational power, this model is impractical sometimes. For the NWLP 100 mµ  
pitch program, there are up to 40,000 solder joints for a  silicon die. One 
solder joint can be meshed with 12 elements for the coarsest mesh. There will be 
22020 mm×
000,608/12000,40 =×  elements for 1/8th 3D model. The corresponding nodes will 
number 000,1808/36000,40 =× . Considering the elements and nodes for other 
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component, the number of DOFs will be very high. For an elasto-plastic-creep 
analysis, this is beyond the current computational power available. 
The equivalent shell and beam model cannot account for the local behaviour at 
the interconnect / chip and interconnect/substrate interfaces, since only one node is 
used to represent the solder pad. Furthermore, the model cannot be applied when there 
is underfill. However, underfilling is usually necessary to cement the structure for most 
of the flip chip package applications. 
Therefore, some new approach is required to be developed to study the thermal 
fatigue behaviour of ultra fine pitch flip chip packages. For thermal fatigue simulation 
of a flip chip package, due to the large numbers of nodes and elements compared with 
the very small area of interest, a global-local approach is usually adopted. Relatively 
coarse mesh is assigned to the global model. The local model only studies the 
outermost solder joint, which is normally the most critical joint. A fine mesh is 
assigned to the local model to assure accuracy. The displacement of chip and substrate 
from global model is implanted into local model as boundary conditions.  
Due to the high density of solder joints, the intermediate layer between silicon 
chip and substrate becomes more homogeneous in terms of macroscopic mechanical 
properties. With no rigid body motion, the neutral point of the package is fixed. As a 
result, the in-plane displacement direction of silicon chip and substrate is most likely to 
be radial from the neutral point of the package, when the package is subjected to 
thermal loading. In other words, the direction of the displacements for all the points on 
the package is radial. This implies that the in-plane displacement components along the 
radial line are coupled. Hence, a slim sector along the diagonal of the package can be 
extracted for thermal fatigue analysis. 
A slim sector model is defined as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
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Fig. 4.1 Demonstration of slim sector model a) 1/8th model; b) 1½ pitch slim sector 
model; c) 1/8th model; d) ½ pitch slim sector model (N.P. = neutral point) 
Since the corner-most solder joint is always the most critical solder joint which 
fails first, this solder joint is included in the slim sector model. In Fig. 4.1 a), the dark 
line represents the slim sector cutting plane. The line is defined by two points. One is 
the package neutral point and the other is the mid-point between the pad centres of two 
solder joints. Taking advantage of symmetry and radial direction displacement, the 
other surface of the slim sector is defined by cutting through the diagonal of the 
package. 
There are two slim sector models being considered. The difference between 
them lies in the definition of the slim sector cutting plane. In one, the cutting plane 
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goes through the mid-point of the two outermost solder joint pad centres (Fig. 4.1 d) 
such that there is half a solder joint at the edge of the slim sector. In the other, the 
cutting plane goes through the mid-point of the two solder joint pad centres that are 
adjacent to the critical solder joint (Fig. 4.1 b) such that there are one and half solder 
joints at the edge of the slim sector. These shall be called the ½ pitch slim sector model 
and the 1½ pitch slim sector model, respectively. In both cases, the number of solder 
joints in the model is much less than the conventional 1/8th model. Therefore, high 
computational efficiency is expected. 
 
4.2 Assumptions and validation 
For thermal fatigue studies using FEA, one basic assumption is that bonding at 
the interfaces between different components is perfect, even though crack initiation 
and propagation is the mechanism for the failure of the solder joint. The reliability 
evaluation is based on empirical formulae which relate cyclic strain or damage energy 
to fatigue life. 
Another assumption is that the direction of the in-plane nodal displacement of 
all points in the chip and substrate of the slim sector is along the radial direction away 
from the neutral point. In order to justify this assumption, the nodal displacements in a 
1/8th model is studied as this is the most accurate model. 
A dummy package with  die size is studied. The truncated spherical 
shape solder joints are fully populated. The joint pitch is 
244 mm×
mµ100  and stand-off height 
is mµ50 . The diameter of the solder pad is 50 mµ . The thickness of the chip and 
substrate is 640 and mµ800 , respectively. A 1/8th model is built. Two partitions along 
the cutting planes for two slim sector models are made so that there are enough nodes 
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on the cutting planes for easy comparison. Finer meshes are assigned to the region 
corresponding to the slim sectors. Hence, the nodal displacement profile along the 
radial line can be captured at relatively small length intervals. The finite element mesh 
for the chip is shown in Fig. 4.2. There are 78 nodes along the slim sector cutting 
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worst in-plane displacement directions of chip and substrate for the ½ pitch slim sector 
are 44.48° and 43.77°, respectively. The worst displacement direction of chip and 
substrate for the 1½ pitch slim sector are 43.19° and 41.91° respectively.  
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Fig. 4.3 Displacement direction comparison for ½ pitch slim sector 
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Fig. 4.4 Displacement direction comparison for 1½ pitch slim sector 
The in-plane nodal displacement direction along the edge of the package is 
shown in Fig. 4.5 where the displacement direction is plotted against x. When x equals 
0, the node is on the centre line of the package. When x equals 2000 mµ , the node is on 
the corner of the package. It is noticed that the assumption is more accurate for the 
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nodes near the package centre and diagonal. This is reasonable since the two lines are 
the symmetric lines for a square package. 
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Fig. 4.5 Displacement direction error comparison along the package edge 
A dummy package with  die size is adopted in this study. The real die 
size is normally bigger than that. This implies that the solder and underfill layer is 
more close to “homogeneous” from a macroscopic viewpoint. Therefore, validation of 
the assumption will hold true for the cases wherever the die size is bigger. 
244 mm×
4.3 Thermal fatigue analysis of fine pitch flip chip package 
4.3.1 Thermal fatigue analysis 
In order to predict the mean time to failure, either cyclic strain range or cyclic 
strain energy density should be obtained. Their values will be subsequently substituted 
into certain empirical formulae to estimate the thermal fatigue life. There are several 
popular correlations based on either strain range or energy density such as 
Engelmaier’s method, Solomon’s method and Darveaux’ volume-weighted plastic 
work density method. 
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Robert Darveaux’ volume-weighted plastic work density method is widely 
used. However, due to the method’s dependency on package type and size, a guideline 
on the required mesh size is given in [28]. The smallest size for the mesh is about 
12.7 mµ . However, for nano-wafer level packaging, the solder joint height is only 
mµ50  to mµ150 . If the guideline is followed, the mesh will be too coarse to give an 
accurate result. Therefore, a strain based method is adopted in this analysis. 
Two packages with die sizes of  and  are studied. The pitch 
of the SnPb bumps is 100 µm pitch and the bump height is 50 µm. The thickness of the 
dies is 640µm and that of the substrate is 800µm. Several slim sector models are 
developed, namely ½ pitch slim sector model and 1½ pitch slim sector model (Fig. 4.1) 
for  package, 1½ pitch slim sector model and 2½ pitch slim sector model for 
 package. 
244 mm× 266 mm×
244 mm×
266 mm×
In order to verify the results from the slim sector models,  the corresponding 
1/8th model is used as a benchmark since the 1/8th model is the most accurate model 
with exact boundary conditions. In order to reduce the effect of the mesh dependence 
on the results, the same mesh size is assigned to all the models. Same submodel is 
applied for all the models. 
Boundary conditions are crucial for a FE model. Due to the symmetry of the 
package, symmetry boundary condition is applied to the diagonal surface as a square 
package is studied. Based on the assumption, nodal displacements along the slim 
sector cutting plane is along the radial direction. Hence, coupled boundary conditions 
are applied at the slim sector cutting plane, i.e., the slim sector cutting plane will still 
remain plane after deformation. Only a transverse displacement is allowed for the 
nodes on the intersection line of the two surfaces due to the symmetry of the package. 
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The neutral point on the bottom surface of the substrate is fixed in order to prevent any 
possible rigid body motions. 
The simulations were performed using ABAQUS® v6.4 on SUN Blade 
workstation Solaris 8.0 platform. For all the models, the global-local model techniques 
were adopted to reduce the computational time. A solution was first calculated with a 
coarse-meshed global model. Then, the displacements around the corner joint from the 
global solution were used as boundary conditions of a fine-mesh local model (Fig.4.6).  
An identical local model is adopted for all the analysis. 
 
Fig. 4.6 Fine meshed solder joint in sub-model 
Temperature dependent elasto-plastic-creep material properties for solder were 
used in the analysis. The hyperbolic-sine power law was employed to describe the high 
temperature creep behaviour of eutectic Sn-Pb solder [29]: 
dγ /dt = AG/T [sinh(ατ/G)]  exp(-Q/RT) cr n                   (4.3.1) 
where α is a temperature-independent parameter, G is the shear modulus, T is the 
absolute temperature, τ is applied stress, n is the stress exponent, Q is the activation 
energy, R is Boltzmann’s constant, and A is a constant. 
G is temperature dependent and can be obtained from 
)(10 CTGGG °⋅+=        (4.3.2) 
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where  is the modulus at ,  gives the temperature dependence, and T is the 
temperature in . 
0G C°0 1G
C°
The creep law of the solder was applied in the FEA through the user-
subroutine, “CREEP” (see Appendix I). 
Temperature dependent linear elastic properties are considered for the underfill. 
Chip and substrate are taken as linear elastic materials. Some material properties are 
listed in Table 4.1. Temperature dependent properties of solder are listed in Tables 4.2 
and 4.3. 
Table 4.1 material properties used in the analysis 





silicon 131000 0.23 2.8 
substrate 22000 0.28 10/18 
underfill  0.39 15 
Solder 63Sn37Pb Temperature 
dependent 
Temperature dependent 24.3 
Table 4.2 Temperature dependent material properties of 63Sn37Pb solder 
T (K) 243 260 295 318 373 398 
E (MPa) 39000 36000 30000 24000 18200 15200 
Possion 
ratio ν 
0.31 0.32 0.35 0.36 0.4 0.41 
Table 4.3 Constants in Darveaux’ creep model 
A α n Q (eV) 0G  (MPa) 1G )/( CMPa °  
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4.3.2 Comparison with other models 
4.3.2.1 Model description 
In order to find the suitable model for thermal fatigue analysis of wafer level 
packaging, it is necessary to compare different models in terms of computational 
efficiency and accuracy and to find a more practical model. Since accuracy and 
efficiency often lead to two opposite techniques, a model has to be found to make the 
analysis as accurate as possible while still keeping the analysis time to manageable 
level. Another requirement is the consistency of the results. The relative comparison of 
results should remain the same for different package configurations. 
The strip model is also a 3D model that can drastically reduce the number of 
nodes and elements required for analysis compared with 1/8th model. The diagonal 
strip of the package is analysed. One row of solder joints is included. The strip model 
has a symmetry boundary condition along the centre line of the joints. The boundary 
condition along the other edge is coupled.  
A global-local modelling technique is applied for all the analyses. All the 
models are meshed with similar density. They share the same local model. Hence, the 


















Fig. 4.7 Temperature cycle profile 
The temperature cycle profile is shown in Fig 4.7. The initial temperature is 
 which is the melting point of 63Sn37Pb solder. This is supposed to be the C°183
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stress free temperature. Assembly is then cooled down to C°− 40  and then cycled 
between  and . Four cycles are required for stabilization. C°− 40 C°125











solder balls at 
sector end 
Case 1 4×4 18 0.74 ½ 
Case 2 4×4 18 2.30 1½ 
Case 3 4×4 10 0.74 ½ 
Case 4 4×4 10 2.30 1½ 
Case 5 6×6 18 1.43 1½ 
Case 6 6×6 18 2.53 2½ 
Case 7 6×6 10 1.43 1½ 
Case 8 6×6 10 2.53 2½ 
 
Eight cases for slim sector models are studied as shown in Table 4.4.  
Another 8 cases are also studied to make comparison with the slim sector 
models. They are listed in Table 4.5. 








Case 9 4×4 18 1/8th model 
Case 10 4×4 18 Strip model 
Case 11 4×4 10 1/8th model 
Case 12 4×4 10 Strip model 
Case 13 6×6 18 1/8th model 
Case 14 6×6 18 Strip model 
Case 15 6×6 10 1/8th model 
Case 16 6×6 10 Strip model 
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4.3.2.2 Simulation results 
Simulation is performed on SUN Blade® workstation Solaris 8.0 system. 
Hysteresis loop of 1½ pitch slim sector model is plotted in Fig.4.8 and 4.9 to check the 
stabilization. The data in the plot is extracted from the critical element in the local 
model. The first and second cycle is not stable. From the third cycle onwards, the 
stress strain relation is stabilized. Only the fourth cycle data is used for thermal fatigue 
life prediction. 






















Fig. 4.8 Hysteresis loop plot for component S12/LE12 





















Fig. 4.9 Hysteresis loop plot for component S13/LE13 
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 The displacement of the critical nodes on both chip and substrate is important, 
thus, the displacement history of the pad centre of the critical solder joint is compared. 
Figs. 4.10 and 4.11 show the comparison of the in-plane displacement of the critical 
solder joint pad centre for the different models. 



















1/8 1/2 slim sector 3/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.10 In-plane displacement comparison on chip side for the cases where substrate 
CTE=10ppm/K 




















1/8 1/2 slim sector 3/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.11 In-plane displacement comparison on substrate side for the cases where 
substrate CTE=10ppm/K 
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Figs. 4.12 and 4.13 show the comparison of the transverse displacement of the 
critical solder joint pad centre for the different models. 






















1/8 1/2 slim sector 3/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.12 Transverse displacement comparison on chip side for the cases where 
substrate CTE=10ppm/K 





















1/8 1/2 slim sector 3/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.13 Transverse displacement comparison on substrate side for the cases where 
substrate CTE=10ppm/K 
It is found that both the slim sector model and strip model can capture the 
displacement history trend. However, the in-plane displacement on the chip side is 
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overestimated. The in-plane displacement on the substrate side is underestimated. The 
error for strip model is the highest among all the simplified models. The error for the 
two slim sector models is nearly identical. 
In global-local simulation technique, the displacement of both chip and 
substrate from the global model is to be used as boundary conditions in the local 
model. Thus, a comparison of relative displacements between the critical nodes on 
chip and substrate is important. 






















1/8 model 1/2 pitch model 3/2 pitch model strip model
 
Fig. 4.14 Comparison of relative in-plane displacement 

























1/8 model 1/2 pitch model 3/2 pitch model strip model
 
Fig. 4.15 Comparison of relative transverse displacement 
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The comparison of relative displacements is shown in Figs. 4.14 and 4.15. It is 
found that both the slim sector model and the strip model tend to underestimate the 
relative in-plane displacement and overestimate the relative Z-displacement. However, 
the 1½-pitch slim sector model gives the least deviation. 
Table 4.6 gives the comparison of the maximum error percentage of the relative 
in-plane and Z-displacement. 
Table 4.6 Comparison of relative displacement 
Max. % error 1½-pitch model ½-pitch model Strip 
model 
In-plane -7% -14% -31% 
Z-direction +11% +34% +12% 
Besides the critical nodal displacement, the warpage pattern is also very 
important. Warpage is caused by CTE mismatch between chip and substrate. 
Reduction of warpage is one of the most critical issues to ensure good solder joint 
connection and thermal reliability. The simplified model should reflect the same 
warpage pattern with the 1/8th model so that it is qualified to describe the package 
behaviour under temperature cycling. The warpage pattern plot on the chip side is 
shown in Fig. 4.16. The plot is along the diagonal on the upper surface of the chip. The 
warpage plot for the substrate is shown in Fig. 4.17. The plot is along the lower surface 
of the substrate. 
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1/8 model 3/2 slim sector 1/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.16 Warpage comparison on chip side 

















1/8 model 3/2 slim sector 1/2 slim sector strip model
 
 Fig. 4.17 Warpage comparison on substrate side 
Both slim sector models can capture the warpage pattern perfectly well. The 
error is within 1%. However, the warpage pattern of strip model is obviously different 
from the 1/8th model. The error is about -16%. The warpage of the package is 
underestimated significantly with the strip model. 
Since thermal cycle fatigue of IC packaging is low cycle fatigue which is 
governed by strain rather than stress, the strain components should be considered. 
Inelastic strain includes plastic strain and creep strain. Inelastic strain range is one of 
the measures of damage accumulation per cycle. After the displacement from the 
global model is implanted into the local model, the inelastic strain components are 
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extracted from the local model. The inelastic strain components, ,  and  of 
the critical node were extracted from the local model analysis and plotted in Fig. 4.18, 
4.19 and 4.20, respectively. 
I
13ε I23ε I33ε
It is noticed that the 1½ pitch slim sector model shows the best agreement with 
the 1/8th model for all three components. Both the ½-pitch sector model and strip 
model show a similar trend for the strain as the 1/8th model. However, the magnitude 
of both strain and strain range is diminished. 

















1/8 model 3/2 slim sector 1/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.18 Comparison of IE13 history 












1/8 model 3/2 slim sector 1/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.19 Comparison of IE23 history 
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1/8 model 3/2 slim sector 1/2 slim sector strip model
 
Fig. 4.20 Comparison of IE33 history 
For thermal fatigue life prediction, both Engelmaier’s solder fatigue behaviour 
model and Solomon’s modified Manson-Coffin model are adopted. Overall strain 
components and inelastic strain components are extracted from the local model 
analysis. A volume average is carried out to reduce the mesh dependence. The critical 
element is found to be located at the chip / solder interface as expected (see Fig. 4.21). 
The strain components are averaged for the critical and adjacent three elements. The 






Fig. 4.21 Strain contour plot for critical solder joint 
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Tables 4.7 and 4.8 show the fatigue life prediction as well as the percentage 
deviation from the 1/8th model for die size 4×4mm2 and 6×6mm2, respectively. The 
results are obtained from both Engelmaier’s solder fatigue behaviour model and 
Solomon’s modified Manson-Coffin model. From Table 4.7, for cases 1-4 where the 
die size is 4×4mm2, the percentage error of the 1½-pitch sector model is about 10-12%, 
error for the ½-pitch sector model 12-27% while error for the strip model is 154-258%. 
From Table 4.8, for cases 5-8 where the die size is 6×6mm2, the percentage error of the 
1½-pitch sector model is about 12-13%, error for the 2½-pitch sector model 28-43% 
while error for the strip model is 61-113%. 
 
Table 4.7 Compare of fatigue life prediction for  package 244 mm×
Cases 1/8th 
model 
½-pitch model 1½-pitch 
model 
Strip model 
1&2 (E) 382 431/13% 424/10% 1331/248% 
1&2 (S) 293 327/12% 323/10% 903/208% 
3&4 (E) 963 1233/27% 1085/12% 2730/183% 
3&4 (S) 690 854/23% 766/11% 1755/154% 








5&6 (E) 316 354/12% 409/29% 675/113% 
5&6 (S)  243 273/12% 312/28% 492/102% 
7&8 (E) 725 825/13% 1039/43% 1236/70% 
7&8 (S) 540 603/12% 734/35% 865/61% 
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In order to evaluate the effect of package size and pitch, a study was carried out 
on the case where the pitch is 250µm and the die size is 10×10mm2 and 15×15mm2, 
respectively. The results are shown in Table 4.9. The 1½-pitch slim sector model 
continues to give relatively more accurate results. The error percentage is stabilized 
within 15%. The error percentage of the strip model still shows high inconsistency and 
package size dependency. The ½-pitch slim sector model shows moderate accuracy 
between these two models. 
 
Table 4.9 Comparison of fatigue life prediction for the 10×10 mm2  and 15×15 mm2 
package 







 (10x10) 974 1529/56% 1102/13% -- 2513/158% 
 (15x15) 681 -- 785/15% 1050/53% 1102/62% 
 
A further study was carried out on the case where there is no underfill. Both 
4×4mm2 and 6×6mm2 packages without underfill were studied. The substrate CTE is 
10ppm/K. The fatigue life is rather low for all the cases. Therefore, only maximum 
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Table 4.10 Comparison of maximum inelastic shear strain range for the 4×4 mm2 
and 6×6 mm2 package 




















A similar trend is observed as for the cases where there is no underfill. 
However, not much difference is observed between the ½-pitch model, 1½-pitch model 
and 2½-pitch model. Consequently, the error for all the slim sector models is about the 
same and consistently around 22-24%. This error however, is still smaller than that of 
the strip model which gave errors of about 40%. The package size dependence of the 
strip model vanishes for these cases. All these models show good consistency. 
4.3.2.3 Discussion 
All the slim sector models and strip model tend to underestimate the cyclic 
inelastic shear strain range, thus, overestimating the thermal fatigue life. Generally, the 
percentage errors of the slim sector models are much smaller than those of the strip 
model. 
Both the ½-pitch slim sector model and the strip model show a similar trend for 
the strain as the 1/8th model. However, the magnitude of both strain and strain range is 
diminished. As expected, for the 6×6mm2, package, the 1½-pitch slim sector model 
gives the best accuracy among the models. The error percentage of the 1½-pitch model 
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is about 11~13%. For the 4×4mm2 package, the 1½-pitch slim sector model gives the 
best accuracy as well. Similarly accurate results are obtained for the ½-pitch slim 
sector model for the case where the substrate CTE is 18ppm/K. However, the life 
prediction error percentage of the ½-pitch slim sector model for the case where the 
substrate CTE is 10ppm/K is relatively large at about 25%. That means the results of 
the ½-pitch slim sector model is not stable enough. Thus, the 1½-pitch sector model 
shows the best accuracy. For the ½-pitch model, the error percentage varies from 12 to 
27%. The strip model gives the worst accuracy. 
The 1½-pitch slim sector model gives the best accuracy among the three slim 
sector models. The strip model shows significantly poor accuracy. This agrees well 
with A.R. Syed’s conclusion [49]. All the slim sector models and strip models tend to 
overestimate the inelastic strain range and thermal fatigue life. From this study, both 
the displacement and strain results of the 1½-pitch slim sector model agrees best with 
the 1/8th model. The error of displacement results of the ½-pitch slim sector model is 
larger than that of 1½-pitch slim sector model. Besides the largest error of in-plane 
displacement, significant error of warpage is noticed for the strip model. The 
magnitude of warpage is severely under-evaluated. This leads to a significant longer 
life prediction than the 1/8th model. For the slim sector models, the warpage pattern 
agrees well with the 1/8th model. Thus, the error percentage is still within acceptable 
levels. 
Another interesting phenomenon is that the error percentage for the 1½-pitch 
slim sector model is consistent for two different sizes of packages. However, it is not 
true for the strip model. The error for the strip model varies from 248% to 61%. It is 
also noticed that the error percentage decreases with increase of package size. This is 
partly due to the fact that when the pitch is fixed, with the increase of the package size, 
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the strip edge is more close to the diagonal of the package in terms of the angle to the 
neutral point. As a result, the boundary condition of the strip model becomes less 
unreasonable when the package size increases. However, it is not only package size but 
also pitch dependent. Hence, it is difficult to judge if the strip model is suitable for a 
particular package or not. In other words, the consistency of the strip model is poor. 
When the package size is increased to 10×10mm2 and 15×15mm2, the error of 
the 1½-pitch slim sector model is still within 15%. However, the error percentage of 
the strip model is very high. The error for 10×10mm2 is even higher than the error for 
6×6mm2. This also proves that the strip model is not consistent and not stable. The 
error of the strip model depends on not only package size, but also the pitch. 
For the case there is no underfill, an obvious increase of the error is noticed for 
slim sector models. The reason is that due to the absence of underfill, the intermediate 
layer between chip and substrate becomes less uniform and homogeneous from a 
macroscopic viewpoint. This impact is especially significant at high temperature. As a 
result, the displacement direction deviates more from the assumed radial direction. In 
other words, the prescribed boundary condition is less accurate. However, the error is 
still much less than that of the strip model. 
 









time 1 1.4 1 2.4 
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One more important issue is the computing time efficiency. Obviously, the ½-
pitch model and strip model are the most time-efficient models. The 1/8th model needs 
the most computer memory and computational time. Table 4.11 shows the relative 
computating time among the various models, taking that for the ½-pitch model and 
strip model to be one. Computational time for the 1½-pitch slim sector model is about 
40% longer than that for the ½-pitch slim sector model and strip model. During the 
modelling process of the slim sector model, more effort was required in pre-processing 
due to the sharp tip of the sector. A few solder joints near the tip were also ignored as 
they were too small to have effect of the overall structure. 
From results shown in Table 4.10, among all the slim sector models, the 1½-
pitch slim sector model shows the best accuracy with consistent error percentage. For 
2½-pitch slim sector model, the angle of the sector cutting plan is smaller than that for 
the 1½-pitch slim sector model. Therefore, the boundary condition of 2½-pitch slim 
sector model is less accurate. This explains the advantage of the 1½-pitch slim sector 
model over the 2½-pitch slim sector model. However, although the boundary condition 
of the ½-pitch slim sector model is supposed to be more accurate than the 1½-pitch 
slim sector model, the results from the 1½-pitch slim sector model were found to be 
better. This apparent contradiction needs to be explained. It is of interest to explore the 
characteristics of the slim sector model. 
4.4 Characteristics of the slim sector model 
The slim sector model has been shown to be an accurate and consistent model 
from the analysis done thus far. However, it is still of interest to identify the 
characteristic parameter of the slim sector model, i.e., how to define a slim sector 
model properly so that it can be used for future applications. 
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Obviously, there are two candidates. One is the sector cutting angle and another 
is the number of solder joints at the outermost edge of the slim sector. For different 
packages, identical cutting angle may result in different numbers of solder joints at the 
outermost edge of the package. Therefore, it can be concluded straight forwardly that 
these two parameters are independent. 
Table 4.12 lists out the two candidates for all the slim sector models studied in 
this work. 
 
Table 4.12 Sector angle and number of solder joints for all the slim sector models 
developed 
Package 4×4mm2 6×6mm2










at the edge 
½ 1½ 1½ 2½ 
Sector 
angle 
0.74 2.30 1.43 2.53 
In order to investigate the characteristic parameter for the slim sector model, it 
is necessary to evaluate the influence of the prescribed boundary conditions. 
For one particular node nc(xn, yn) on the chip lower surface, there are in-plane 
displacement components in both x and y directions, denoted by uc and vc, respectively. 
Similarly, at the same in-plane position, there are two displacement components us and 
vs for the node ns(xn, yn) on the upper surface of the substrate. The theoretical 
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displacement direction of nodes nc and ns based on the assumption of radial 
displacement is given by 
)/arctan(45 nnt yx−=θ       (4.4.1) 
The computed in-plane displacement directions of nodes nc and ns obtained 
from the finite element analysis of the 1/8th model are  
( )/()(arctan45 cncnc yux )νθ ++−=      (4.4.2) 
( )/()(arctan45 snsns yux )νθ ++−=      (4.4.3) 
We define the displacement direction deviation (D3) for the nodes nc and ns as 
ttccD θθθ /)(3 −=        (4.4.4) 
ttssD θθθ /)(3 −=        (4.4.5) 
The diagram of D3 is shown in Fig. 4.22. Obviously, D3 is affected not only by 
displacement direction but also the magnitude of the displacement. 
 
(a)    (b)  
θc-θt
θs-θt
Fig. 4.22 D3 demonstration diagram (a) assumed displacement direction; (b) actual 
deformed state. Legend: Sphere node -- chip, hexahedral node – substrate 
 
The variation of D3 for the ½-pitch and 1½-pitch models along the sector 
cutting plane on the chip lower surface and on the substrate upper surface are plotted 
against the y-distance from the neutral point in Figs. 4.23 and 4.24, respectively. 
Values of D3 are typically less than 0.06% except for a small region on the substrate 
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side where the value ranged from 0.06% to 0.12%. Such small deviations indicate that 
the assumption of radial displacement along the sector-cutting plane is reasonable. It 
can be seen that the D3 values on the chip side are typically smaller than on the 
substrate side. Also, the values of D3 for the 1½-pitch slim sector model are smaller 
than those for the ½-pitch slim sector model, although the displacement direction for 
½-pitch slim sector is closer to the assumed direction. This accounts for the 
observation in the previous section that the 1½-pitch slim sector model is more 
accurate than the ½-pitch model. 
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Fig. 4.23 Variation of D3 on chip side 
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Fig. 4.24 Variation of D3 on substrate side 
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Table 4.13 lists the comparison of the sector angles for all the slim sector 
models.  
 
Table 4.13  Comparison of sector angle with fatigue life prediction 
Case model Sector angle / 
theoretical fatigue 
life  
Fatigue life / 
deviation 
1 (4×4) ½-pitch 0.74 / 382 431 / 13% 
2 (4×4) 1½-pitch 2.30 / 382 424 / 11% 
3 (4×4) ½-pitch 0.74 / 963 1233/27% 
4 (4×4) 1½-pitch 2.30 / 963 1085/12% 
5 (6×6) 1½-pitch 1.43 / 316 354 / 12% 
6 (6×6) 2½-pitch 2.53 / 316 409 / 29% 
7 (6×6) 1½-pitch 1.43 / 725 825 / 13% 
8 (6×6) 2½-pitch 2.53 / 725 1039/43% 
 
The sector angle for the 1½-pitch slim sector model for the package of 4×4mm2 
die size is 2.3° while the sector angle for the 2½-pitch slim sector model for the 
package of 6×6mm2 die size is 2.53°. These two angles are very close. However, the 
resulting fatigue life prediction of these two models is not similar. The error 
percentage varies from 11% to 43%. From the analysis above on the evaluation of the 
boundary condition, this implies that the sector angle by itself cannot characterize the 
slim sector model adequately. Another potential candidate is the number of solder 
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joints at the sector end. For packages of 4×4mm2 and 6×6mm2, the 1½-pitch model has 
proved to be consistently accurate and stable. The constraint from the adjacent material 
is also taken into account without losing the accuracy of the boundary condition on the 
sector surface too much. As a result, the accuracy of the life prediction is relatively 
better. Thus, it appears that the number of solder joints at the outermost edge of the 
sector is able to characterize the quality of a slim sector model. 
4.5 SSC thermal fatigue life prediction 
For ultra-fine SSC flip chip packages of 100µm pitch, there are 40,000 solder 
joints for a chip size of 20x20 mm2. Hence, to simulate the thermal fatigue behaviour 
with a conventional 1/8 model is beyond the current computational power of most 
computers. The slim sector model has been shown in the earlier sections to be an 
accurate and consistent model for the finite element analysis of the thermal fatigue of 
flip chip solder joints with a moderate computing resource requirements. Hence, the 
1½-pitch slim sector model is applied to the thermal fatigue life prediction of SSC flip 
chip packages. 
For all the four cases studied in Table 4.14, the stretched solder column shapes 
used were obtained from the user defined code in Chapter 3. The packages are fully 
populated with solder joints. The joint pitch is 100µm and the diameter of the solder 
pad is 50µm. The thicknesses of the chip and substrate are 640 µm and 800µm, 
respectively. Two values of stand-off height, namely 100 µm and 150µm, are used. 
Both underfilled and non-underfilled packages were studied. 
For all the cases, the global-local model techniques were adopted to reduce the 
computational time. A solution was first calculated with a coarse-meshed global model 
(Fig. 4.25). Then, the displacements around the corner joint from the global solution 
were used as boundary conditions of a fine-mesh local model (Fig.4.26). In order to 
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reduce the effect of the mesh dependence on the results, the same mesh size is assigned 
to all the models. 
 
Fig. 4.25 Global model mesh 
 
Fig. 4.26 Fine mesh in local model 
After the displacement from the global model is implanted into the local model, 
the inelastic strain components are extracted from the local model. The inelastic strain 
components,  and  of the critical node were extracted from the local model 
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Fig. 4.27 Comparison of IE13 history 



















Fig. 4.28 Comparison of IE33 history 
Inelastic strain contour plot for critical solder joint for case 4 is shown in Fig. 
4.29. The highest strain site is shitfted from solder-pad IMC layer (Fig. 4.21) for 
truncated spherical solder joint to bulk solder. Since the fracture toughness of bulk 
solder is higher than IMC layer [3], the shifting of the possible failure site is preferred.  
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Fig. 4.29 Inelastic strain contour plot of critical SSC solder joint for case 4 
For thermal fatigue life prediction, Solomon’s modified Manson-Coffin model 
is adopted. Overall inelastic shear strain components are extracted from the local 
model analysis. The simulation results obtained are shown in Table 4.14. 




Underfill Inelastic shear 
strain range 
Nf
1 100 Yes 0.0392 742 
2 100 No 0.0988 121 
3 150 Yes 0.0345 950 
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Chapter 5 RVE Based Hybrid Slim Sector Model 
 
5.1 Motivation and proposal of the hybrid slim sector model 
The slim sector model can be adopted to study the thermal reliability for ultra-
fine pitch flip chip packages. The computational time efficiency is very high with 
relatively good and consistent accuracy. However, great efforts had to be made in the 
pre-processing due to the uneven geometry of the solder joints being sectioned. 
Meshing difficulties near the sharp tip of the slim sector is also an issue. Sometimes, a 
compromise has to be made so that a few solder joints near the sharp tip of the slim 
sector have to be ignored. Otherwise, these joints will increase the difficulty in 
meshing the model. More efforts will have to be made to obtain a high quality mesh. 
The pre-processing will be time consuming and tedious. Therefore, some innovation 
should be made to improve the slim sector model. 
For an ultra-fine pitch flip chip package, the solder joints are distributed 
uniformly and are fully surrounded by underfill. All the solder joints share the same 
geometry and stand-off height. The pitch is usually fixed for a particular package. of 
the solder and underfill materials are supposed to be homogeneous so that there is no 
local difference in terms of material properties. Hence, although the whole layer 
between chip and substrate is heterogeneous from the micromechanics point of view, 
macro-homogeneity of the structure can be observed as long as the density of solder 
joints is large enough. The regular distribution of solder joints provides the possibility 
that the overall mechanical response of the solder/underfill layer may be independent 
of the detailed configuration of the solder joints. The simulations in Chapter 4 of this 
thesis have shown that the direction of nodal displacement of points on the chip and 
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substrate tend to be radial. This indicates that the macro behaviour is similar to that of 
a homogeneous material, regardless of the detailed configuration of the solder joints. 
The macro in-plane mechanical behaviour is independent of the orientation. It also 
implies that the mechanical response of the solder/underfill layer is transversely 
isotropic. Obviously, the greater the density of solder joints, the more accurate the 
assumption is. 
Hence, the heterogeneous solder/underfill layer can be replaced by a proposed 
virtual homogeneous material. With the implementation of this concept, the slim sector 
model evolves to a hybrid slim sector model. The very complicated configuration of 
the slim sector model changes to a very simple sandwich structure. In order to obtain 
equivalent mechanical properties of the virtual material, RVE and homogenization 
methods will be applied. 
5.2 Definition of RVE 
A representative volume element (RVE) for a material point of a continuum 
mass is a material volume which is statistically representative of the infinitesimal 
material neighbourhood of that material point. In micromechanics, the concept of RVE 
is used to estimate the continuum properties at a continuum material point and its 
infinitesimal material neighbourhood, i.e., to obtain the continuum constitutive 
properties in terms of the properties and structure of the micro-constituents. An RVE 
may be viewed as a heterogeneous medium under prescribed boundary conditions 
which correspond to the uniform local continuum fields. 
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Fig. 5.1 Plane view of part of the solder joints and surrounded underfill 
Fig. 5.1 shows a plan view of part of the intermediate solder/underfill layer 
between chip and substrate of a flip chip package. Solder joints which are represented 
by circles in Fig. 5.1 are distributed in a regular array within the underfill. Two kinds 
of RVE are proposed. They are the cylindrical RVE and the square RVE (Fig. 5.2). 
Although cylindrical RVE is easy to use, for which analytical solutions can be derived 
and 2-D axial-symmetric FEM model can be applied, it is the most primitive model 
and can lead to errors due to ignoring materials not covered by the cylindrical cells 
[50]. The cylindrical RVE is mostly used in the modeling of nanocomposites, where 
the difference in modulus is high between inclusion and matrix materials. The square 
RVE provides accurate configuration and good repeatability in terms of both geometry 
and material continuity. In this work, a square RVE is adopted, since the Young’s 
modulus of solder and underfill are comparable. 
 
Fig. 5.2 Cylindrical and square RVE (only half of the RVE is shown) 
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The RVE can contain one or more solder joints, determined by the criteria that 
it should be large enough to be representative of the specimen and small enough to be 
modelled and analyzed efficiently. In this work, a square RVE is adopted. The 
corresponding unit cell is composed of one solder joint with pitch size underfill. The 
height of the RVE is the solder joint stand-off height. The coordinates system in Fig. 
5.2 is used in the following study. 
 
5.3 Formulation 
5.3.1 Stress analysis 
It is assumed that the solder and underfill are perfectly bonded at the interface 
in the RVE to be studied. Since the solder joints are distributed uniformly within the 
underfill matrix, the solder/underfill layer shows transverse isotropy. In-plane isotropic 
material properties are observed. Under the above assumptions, there will be six 
effective elasticity constants to be determined, two Young’s moduli Ex (=Ey) and Ez, 
two shear moduli Gxy, Gzx (=Gyz), and two Poisson’s ratios νxy and νzx (=νyz) (refer to 
Fig. 5.2 for orientation of the coordinates). 
To derive the formulae for extracting the material constants Ex, Ez, νxy and νzx, a 
homogenized elasticity model corresponding to the RVE is considered. The geometry 
of the elasticity model is a cubic of cross-section 2a × 2a and length H (Fig. 5.3), 
where 2a is the pitch and H is the standoff height. The general 3-D strain/stress 
relation for a transversely isotropic material can be written as: 
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     (5.3.1) 
To determine the four unknowns, two load cases are required, namely axial and 
lateral stretch (Fig. 5.3 and 5.4). 
 
Fig. 5.3 Loading case 1: axial stretch ∆H 
In load case (a), the specimen is free to deform transversely. When a 
longitudinal stretch ∆H is applied, the deformation is ∆a×2 in both X and Y direction 
due to the transverse isotropy. The stress and strain components on the lateral surface 
are: 
,0== yx σσ    ,H
H
z




∆=ε      (5.3.2, 3, 4) 





σ=         (5.3.5) 
where σz is the normal stress in the z-direction. It can be determined by averaging the 
normal stress in the z-direction from the RVE. 
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zz σσ =         (5.3.6) 







01 txσ        (5.3.7) 
where σ is the average stress tensor, x is the position tensor and t0 is the prescribed 















σσ 11 0      (5.3.9) 
The average stress σ is given by 
∫==
A
zave dxdyHyx ),,(σσσ       (5.3.10) 
where A is the cross sectional area, aveσ  is the average stress evaluated from the RVE 
using the FE results. 








∆=∆−=−= νσνε      (5.3.11) 






∆−=ν        (5.3.12) 
So, Ez and νzx can be determined from Eqs. (5.3.5) and (5.3.12). 
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Fig. 5.4 Loading case 2: lateral stretch ∆y 
For load case 2, the specimen is constrained from displacement in the Z 
direction so that a plane strain condition is maintained. The RVE is subjected to stretch 
in a lateral (Y) direction. Since ,0=zε   )( yxzxz σσνσ +=  for plane strain cases, Eq. 

















































    (5.3.13) 
For the corresponding elasticity model, the results on the lateral surface are 
,0=xσ    ,yy σσ =    a
x
x




∆=ε     (5.3.14) 
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σν      (5.3.18) 
Ez and νzx have been determined from load case 1. 
In order to extract the effective shear modulus, assume a small torque T is 




φ=         (5.3.19) 
and for the heterogeneous specimen, 
H
JG
T zzx∑= φ        (5.3.20) 
where φ is the rotational angle, Jz is the rotational moment of area about the z-axis. For 
the homogenized specimen, 
H
JGT zzx
′′= φ         (5.3.21) 
where zJ ′  is the effective rotational moment of area about the z-axis. 
Since the two specimens should have the same mechanical behaviour, φ should 
be identical when two specimens are subjected to the same torque. Combining Eqs. 








G        (5.3.22) 
So, effective shear modulus G  can be determined from Eq. (5.3.22).zx
In order to obtain in-plane shear modulus Gxy, the global behaviour of the 
intermediate layer is considered. For a small die size 4×4 mm2 with standoff height 
50µm, the in-plane/height aspect ratio is 80. Hence, the in-plane/height aspect ratio of 
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the intermediate layer is normally not smaller than 80. So the whole layer can be 
treated as a plate. 
In orthotropic plate theory, if the plate is not too thick, the in-plane shear 





G ν++=       (5.3.23) 
Since both elastic and plastic properties are considered, to study the 
stress/plastic strain relation of the homogenized continuum, a yield function is required 
to build yield criteria for the proposed new homogeneous material. In this study, a 
quadratic yield function for an orthotropic material of the form [52] 
22 )()()(2 xxzzzzyyij GFf σσσσσ −+−=  
          (5.3.24) 22 2)( yzyyxx LH σσσ +−+ 122 22 =++ xyzx NM σσ
is used where F, G, H, L, M and N are orthotropic parameters. They can be determined 
directly from a series of uniaxial load tests as follows: 
HG
X
+=21         (5.3.25) 
FH
Y
+=21         (5.3.26) 
GF
Z
+=21         (5.3.27) 
,12 2R
L =    ,12 2SM =    2
12
T
N =        (5.3.28, 29, 30) 
where X, Y and Z are the yield stresses in uniaxial loading in the x, y and z-directions 
respectively; R, S and T are the yield stresses in shear with respect to x, y and z axes. 
For a z-axis transversely isotropic material, 
,GF =    ML =        (5.3.31) 
Thus, the yield function becomes 
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22 )()()(2 xxzzzzyyij FFf σσσσσ −+−=  
22 2)( yzyyxx LH σσσ +−+ 22 22 xyzx NL σσ ++     (5.3.32) 






∂=        (5.3.33) 
where φ  is the plastic potential function. When associated flow rule is applied, yield 







∂=        (5.3.34) 















∂=       (5.3.35) 
where λd  is a proportional factor, it is a property of the flow condition. rs
rs
df σσ∂
∂  is a 
loading/unloading indicator. In general, the scalar hardening coefficient g  may 
depend on stress, strain, and history of loading. The simplest form of g  is to assume 
that it depends only on the value of the yield function . Hence, the scalar hardening 
coefficient 
f
g  can be written as . )( fg
The increment of plastic work per unit volume is defined as 
p
ijij
p ddW εσ=        (5.3.36) 
Substituting Eq. (5.3.34) into Eq. (5.3.36) yields 
λfddWp 2=         (5.3.37) 
Effective stress is defined as 
f3=σ         (5.3.38) 
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The effective stress can also be defined as 
pp ddW εσ=         (5.3.39) 
Substituting Eq. (5.3.37) and (5.3.38) into Eq. (5.3.39) yields 
λσε dd p
3
2=         (5.3.40) 
The effective stress/effective plastic strain relation for a particular loading can 
be obtained from Eqs. (5.3.34), (5.3.32), (5.3.38) and (5.3.40). 
Consider the loading case where only zzσ is non-zero. The yield function 
changes to 
22)(2 zzij Ff σσ =        (5.3.41) 
The effective stress becomes 
23 zzFσσ =         (5.3.42) 
The effective plastic strain increment becomes 
λσε dFd zzp 23
4=        (5.3.43) 
Substituting Eq. (5.3.43) into Eq. (5.3.36) yields 
λσε dFd zzpzz 2=        (5.3.44) 







1=        (5.3.45) 
Hence, the effective stress/effective plastic strain relation is given by Eqs. 
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5.3.2 Energy approach 
Microscopic stored strain energy equals to macroscopic stored strain energy. 
Helmholtz free energy φ = internal energy U – TS (S-entropy) 
Under isothermal conditions,  
        (5.3.46) ε&& :σ=U
i.e. change of internal energy equals to stress work rate. 
For two specimens with identical geometry and dimensions, if they have the 
same mechanical response, with the same loading applied, the energy stored should be 
identical. Hence, the change rate of the strain energy density should be identical as 
well. This means that the stress/strain state and strain energy density should be one to 
one corresponding. Since the proposed homogeneous material should have the same 
mechanical properties with the RVE, the strain energy and strain energy density of the 
homogeneous unit cell, whose geometry is identical to that of the RVE, should be 
identical with the strain energy and strain energy density of the RVE, with identical 
loading and boundary conditions.  
Strain energy can be decomposed into recoverable or elastic strain energy and 
unrecoverable strain energy or namely, plastic dissipation. For two specimens, of 
which they have the same mechanical behaviour, the recoverable strain energy density 
and plastic dissipation density should be identical, given the conditions that the same 
loading and boundary conditions are applied. It implies that the elastic strain, plastic 
strain and stress state of one specimen can be determined once the recoverable strain 
energy density and plastic dissipation of the other specimen are known. 
For a finite strain problem, Nemat-Nasser demonstrated that for finite 
deformation, deformation gradient F , and its rate F , and the nominal stress  and 
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averaging. That means effective value of only these state variables can be determined 
by means of averaging. Therefore, average of change of strain energy density may not 
equal to the work density obtained from the product of average stress and changfe in 
average strain. However, it is still of interest to calculate the average rate of stress 
work density  and to explore its relation with >< εσ &: ><>< εσ &: . 
The difference between >< εσ &:  and ><>< εσ &:  is 






&&   (5.3.47) 
where n is the unit normal vector and  is the displacement rate. u&
Since σ  is symmetric tensor, and ω  is the rotation rate tensor which is anti-
symmetric,  
&
Tωω && −=  and jiij ωω && −=       (5.3.48) 
 ijijjiijijij σσσ ωωω &&&& −=−== )(ω:σ      (5.3.49) 
Hence, 
0ω:σ =& ,  0:1 =∫ dVV ωσ &       (5.3.50) 
So  can be plugged in Eq. (5.3.47), hence yields, ω&






&&&  (5.3.51) 
By definition, 
ωεu &&& +=⊗∇         (5.3.52) 
Substituting Eq. (5.3.52) into (5.3.51), yields 






&&  (5.3.53) 
From the algebra of tensors, 
AvuvuA ⋅=⊗ )(:        (5.3.54) 
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Hence, 






&&  (5.3.55) 
By applying Gauss theorem, 













&&      (5.3.56) 
Rearranging, we have 




















⋅><⋅= ))((1 uσσ- &n       (5.3.57) 
When the prescribed boundary traction is uniform, it can be expressed in terms of a 
constant symmetric tensor , as 0σ











⋅⊗ )(1 0σx n        (5.3.60) 
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Since prescribed traction  is self-equilibrating, the resultant force and total 




















where  is the permutation symbol of the third order,  = (+1,-1,0) when i, j, k 
from (even, odd, any repeat) permutation of 1, 2, 3. Hence the average stress 
ijke ijke
σ  is 
symmetric. 





⋅⊗= σxσ n       (5.3.63) 
Normally, tensor product is not commutative, i.e. uvvu ⊗≠⊗ . However, in 





0=− ijji txtx         (5.3.64) 
Therefore, for product tensor txA ⊗= , 
jiij txA =         (5.3.65) 
From Eqs. 5.3.64 and 5.3.65, 
jiij AA =         (5.3.66) 







⋅⊗= σxσ n  
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⊗⋅= xσ n01        (5.3.67) 
By applying Gauss theorem, 
dV
V ∫ ⊗∇⋅= xσσ 01  
000 1 σ1σ1σ =⋅=⋅= ∫ dVV       (5.3.68) 
Hence, for uniform boundary traction , 0σ





⋅><⋅= ))((1 uσσ- &n   




uσ-σ &n       (5.3.69) 
Thus, 
><>>=<< εσεσ && ::        (5.3.70) 
i.e., for uniform boundary traction, average rate of stress work density equals to 
work density of average stress and average strain rate ><>< εσ &: . Hence, it implies 
that once the strain energy density is known, the stress/strain state can be determined 
from the rate of change of strain energy. 
For elasto-plastic materials, total stress work can be decomposed into 
recoverable strain energy and plastic dissipation. 
In order to obtain strain energy density, the finite element method is used. A 
square RVE is adopted for the simulation. Displacement controlled FEA experiments 
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are conducted to the RVE. Simulations are run on the RVE model with the periodic 
boundary conditions applied. Four load cases are considered: longitudinal tension, 
transverse tension, longitudinal shear and transverse shear. Displacement control is 
adopted. Due to the nonlinearity of the geometry and material properties, 100 
increments are captured per run so that enough sampling points can be obtained. The 
elastic strain energy density and plastic dissipation density are extracted form the 
simulation results for each increment.  
Since the strain energy density should be identical for both RVE and proposed 
homogeneous unit cell specimen, the strain energy density value obtained from the 
simulation results of RVE can be used as strain energy density for the proposed 
homogeneous specimen. From the above analyses, average rate of stress work density 
is equal to the product of effective stress and effective strain rate. From the strain 
energy density results, equivalent mechanical properties of the proposed homogeneous 
material can be calculated. 
When the heterogeneous specimen undergoes deformation, the structure of the 
specimen is changing in the process. Therefore, the overall properties of its RVE also 
change. Hence, an increment formulation is often necessary. 
From the results of the RVE simulations, a set of data of elastic strain energy 
density and plastic dissipation density are obtained with corresponding incremental 
time. The first time increment should be small enough so that there is no plastic 
deformation for the whole structure, i.e.,  and 00 =pε 00 =PD . Since the experiment is 
displacement controlled,  is known. 0ε
Hence, at time , , , , ,  and  are known, where  is the 
overall strain and can be decomposed into elastic and plastic strain components, i.e., 





0ε 0σ 0SE 0PD 0ε
pe
000 εε +=ε 0σ 0t 0PD
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0t , and  is the recoverable strain energy density at time . At time 0SE 0t ttt ∆+= 01 , 
where  is time increment, ,  and  are known, where  is the plastic 
dissipation density at time  and  is the recoverable strain energy density at time 
. The target is to determine ,  and . 







 From its definition, elastic strain energy density SE1 can be expressed as 
( ) ( )eeSESE 010101 :21 εεσσ −++=      (5.3.71) 
Here, a central difference method is adopted. 
From strain decomposition, 
pe
111 εεε +=         (5.3.72) 






1 εσ &        (5.3.73) 
which can also be expressed as 
01011 :)(2
1 PDtPD p +∆⋅+= εσσ &  
( ) 00101 :)(21 PDpp +−+= εεσσ      (5.3.74) 
For a 1-D simple tension, Eq. (5.3.73) yields 
( ) ( )ee εεσσSESE 010101 21 −⋅++=      (5.3.75) 






−=       (5.3.76) 
From Eq. (5.3.74), 






−=       (5.3.77) 
Substituting Eqs. (5.3.76) and (5.3.77) into Eq. (5.3.72) 
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−=     (5.3.78) 
Rearranging, 









−= PDPDSESE     (5.3.79) 
Therefore, 









−= PDPDSESE      (5.3.80) 
Rearranging,  
( ) ( ) ( )( ) 0222 0111010012101 =−−−−−+− σσσεεσεε SESEPDPDpp  (5.3.81) 
Since there are 100 increments for the final strain which is non zero, 1ε  does 
not equal to 0ε . Eq. (5.3.81) can be solved. 
The stress at time ttt ∆+= 01  can be calculated from Eq. (5.3.81), since 0ε , 1ε , 
, ,  and  are known. 0SE 0PD 1SE 1PD
By substituting Eq. (5.7.81) into Eq. (5.3.76),  can be calculated. e1ε


















−=     (5.3.82) 
Nonlinearity of geometry is observed for the square RVE. Elastic modulus may 
not be constant during the course of deformation, although both materials of the RVE 









∆=E        (5.3.83) 
From Eq. (5.3.72), 
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ep
111 εεε −=  











−−=    (5.3.84) 
Hence, all the state variables at time ttt ∆+= 01  are known. The state variables 
at subsequent time increments can be calculated similarly. Thus, the procedure 
marches forward in time. 
However, from Eshelby’s theory, the uniform strain from the individual 
constituent can be transformed into the uniform strain when the constituent is 
constrained in the heterogeneous material. Therefore, when the inclusion undergoes 
plastic deformation, once the load is removed, the deformed matrix is in constraint by 
boundary conditions and inclusion. Hence, a uniform strain will still remain in the free 
matrix by Eshelby’s transformation, although the matrix is still in the elastic region. 
The strain in the free matrix will be treated as a plastic strain since the strain cannot be 
recovered when the traction boundary conditions are removed. Therefore, part of the 
recoverable strain energy will reside in the matrix after unloading. This energy cannot 




For an elasto-plastic creep material under loading, the strain energy density can 
be decomposed into 
CEPDSEIE ++=        (5.3.85) 
where IE  is internal energy density, SE is recoverable strain energy density, PD  is 
plastic dissipation density, CE  is creep energy density. 
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cpeIE εσεσεσ && :::
2
1 ++=       (5.3.86) 
Under constant stress 0σ , there is an initial rapid elongation . The 
material is undergoing progressive deformation subsequently. The corresponding strain 
is determined as a function of time. The creep rate can be determined from the creep 
curve. The creep rate decreases with time in the primary stage, then reaches a steady 
state in which the creep rate changes little with time. 
pe εε +
 
5.4 Numerical Study of a Solder/Underfill RVE 
5.4.1 Stress analysis 
In this analysis, a 4×4mm2 flip chip package is considered. The pitch is 100µm 
and the standoff height is 50 µm. Solder is considered a temperature-dependent elasto-
plastic-creep material while the underfill is considered as a temperature-dependent 
elastic material.  
A square RVE is used for this analysis. Due to the repeatability of the RVE in 
the real specimen, periodic boundary conditions apply (Fig. 5.5a), i.e. nodal 
displacement on the RVE should be identical with the corresponding node on the 
adjacent cell. This implies that multi-point constraints (MPCs) can be applied. For 
simplicity, a simplified MPC is applied. It is assumed that all the surfaces of the square 
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(b) simplified boundary condition 
Fig. 5.5 Boundary conditions for the square RVE (Dashed lines represent the original 
configuration while continuous lines represent the deformed configuration) 
Since the mechanical properties of each constituent are temperature dependent, 
the analysis is conducted isothermally at four temperatures. They are 243, 303, 363 
and 423K respectively. The same mesh density is used for the homogenized model and 
the RVE model in order to reduce the mesh size effect. 
Some elasticity constants at 243K are listed in Table 5.1. It is found that the 
proposed equivalent homogeneous continuum shows highly nonlinear elasticity 
although both constituents of the RVE show linear elasticity. There are two major 
reasons. One is the nonlinearity of the geometry of the RVE. The structure of the RVE 
is composed of a truncated sphere surrounded with underfill. This geometry will 
introduce nonlinearity into the overall elasticity. The other reason is that one of the two 
constituents, solder, is treated as an elasto-plastic material. Hence, when the 
deformation is small, both solder and underfill are in the elastic region and the elastic 
nonlinearity of the RVE is entirely due to geometric nonlinearity. With the 
deformation is large, the solder is in no-linear deformation region. Therefore, effective 
elastic constants keep on changing during the deformation.  
The effect is more obvious at high temperature, because the elasticity constants 
of solder degrade drastically at high temperatures. Therefore, the elasticity constants 
are not only dependent on temperature but also on strain. In this study, effective strain 
is used. 
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Table 5.1  Elasticity constants at 243K 
E1 (MPa) 25255 15271 13537 11360 
E2 (MPa) 25255 15271 13537 11360 
E3 (MPa) 25851 18557 14092 13839 
G12 (MPa) 7034 6895 5655 3382 
G13 (MPa) 8701 8590 6774 4124 
G23 (MPa) 8701 8590 6774 4124 
εeff 0 0.005 0.05 0.2 
Anisotropic yield stress ratios obtained are listed in Table 5.2. Yield stress ratio 
also shows strong dependency on effective strain. The yield stress ratio of longitudinal 
tension, R33 is set to one. 
Table 5.2  Anisotropic yield stress ratios 
R11 0.76 0.68 0.62 0.55 
R22 0.76 0.68 0.62 0.55 
R33 1 1 1 1 
R12 0.34 0.33 0.32 0.3 
R13 0.75 0.45 0.38 0.35 
R23 0.75 0.45 0.38 0.35 
Field εeff 0 0.005 0.05 0.2 
 
5.4.2 Energy approach 
Again, a square RVE is used for this analysis. FEA is used to extract the 
recoverable strain energy and plastic dissipation of the RVE. Displacement control is 
adopted for the simulation. Four loading cases are applied. They are longitudinal 
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tension, transverse tension, longitudinal shear and transverse shear, respectively. For 
each loading case, there are 100 identical time increments. Strain energy density is 
calculated and recorded for each increment. Then, the set of the overall strain and 
corresponding strain energy density data are used to calculate the effective stress and 
effective strain of the proposed homogeneous specimen. However, due to the effect of 
the periodic boundary conditions and interaction between the two constituents of the 
RVE, it is found that when plastic deformation occurs within the solder, once the load 
is removed, not all the strain energy can be recovered. Part of the elastic strain energy 
residues after unloading. The reason is that when plastic deformation occurs within the 
solder, some elastic strain energy from the underfill has to be “locked” in order to 
maintain the periodical boundary conditions. Therefore, this part of the elastic strain 
energy is treated as residual “recoverable” strain energy. The residual “recoverable” 
strain energy is taken as the plastic dissipation. 
restrue SESESE 111 −=        (5.4.1) 
restrue SEPDPD 111 +=        (5.4.2) 
where  and  are real recoverable and unrecoverable strain energy density; trueSE1
truePD1
resSE1  is residual recoverable strain energy density. 
1SE  and  are the recoverable strain energy density and plastic dissipation 
density obtained from the RVE analysis with periodic boundary conditions.  is 
the true recoverable strain energy density and is extracted from the simulation results 
of the unit cell corresponding to the RVE without periodic boundary conditions. The 
same displacement boundary condition is applied for the unit cell simulations. 
Similarly, 100 time increments are captured per run. The time increment is identical to 
that used in the simulations for the RVE. The elastic strain energy density obtained 
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since there is no constraint from the periodic boundary conditions. Therefore,  




Then  and  are substituted in to equations 5.3.83 to calculate trueSE1
truePD1 1σ , 
 and . A program is written to cater the time increment formulation. Plastic strain 
/ stress relation is given in table format. 
e
1ε p1ε
Similarly, taking advantage of transversely isotropic material properties, 
stress/plastic strain relations can be obtained for all the other three independent 
components: transverse tension, transverse shear and longitudinal shear. 
Anisotropic yield properties are used for the homogeneous model. Anisotropic 
yield behaviour is modelled through the use of yield stress ratios. The yield ratios are 
defined with respect to a reference yield stress, σ0, such that if σij is applied as the only 
nonzero stress, the corresponding yield stress is Rijσ0 where Rij are the anisotropic 
yield stress ratios [53]. The six components are defined as follows: 
,iiiiR
σ




σ=         (5.4.3) 
Fig.5.6 shows the stress/strain relations for a heterogeneous square RVE and a 
homogeneous model, respectively. The loading condition is a longitudinal stretch in 
the y-direction. Figs. 5.7, 5.8 and 5.9 show the stress/strain relations for the three other 
loading cases. Some of the elasticity constants obtained are listed in Table 5.1. Highly 
nonlinear elastic behaviour is noticed for the proposed homogeneous continuum. The 
elasticity constants are found to be dependent on the deformation state. In this study, 
elastic constants are dependent on effective strain εeff. 
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Fig. 5.6 Stress/strain relation for longitudinal tension at 243K 
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Fig. 5.7 Stress/strain relation for transverse tension at 243K 






































Fig. 5.8 Stress/strain relation for transverse shear at 243K 
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5.4.3 Creep 
Three different loading conditions are applied to the square RVE isothermally 





















Fig. 5.10 Creep curve at 243, 303, 363 and 423K 
Obvious primary creep is noticed, followed by steady state creep. Therefore, 
creep rate is time dependent. Plot of creep rate versus time is shown in Fig. 5.11. 
 


















Fig. 5.11 Creep rate plot at 243, 303, 363 and 423K 
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In general, under constant stress, the creep strain rate can be expressed in the 
form below 
tTftc ⋅=⋅ )(αε&        (5.4.4) 
i.e.,  is a linear function of time. The plot of  is shown in Fig. 5.12 and Fig. 
5.13. 
αε tc ⋅& αε tc ⋅&
































Fig. 5.12 Strain rate*t^alpha vs. time plot at 363K 
 




























Fig. 5.13 Strain rate*t^alpha v.s. time plot at 243K 
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The creep rate time function is strongly dependent on temperature as can be 



















Fig. 5.14 Temperature and stress effect on creep rate 
The creep rate is low at low temperatures. With the increase of temperature, as 
expected for normal materials, the creep rate increases as well. The creep rate reaches 
a peak value at about 367K. However, beyond that the creep rate starts to decrease. 
Lower creep rate is observed at high temperature. This is due to the big difference in 
the elastic modulus of the two RVE constituents at high temperature. With the increase 
in temperature, the elasticity constants of solder degrade drastically, especially near the 
melting point. The Young’s modulus of solder at a high temperature is much lower 
than that of underfill. As a result, more energy is stored in the underfill. The stress of 
the solder is much lower than the averaged stress. Therefore, the creep rate is very low. 
This relation is more like an extreme value distribution function. Here, a modified PDF 
function is used to describe the temperature effect. 
)()()(
cTbecTd eaeTf
+−⋅= +−      (5.4.5) 
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At lower temperatures,  is a strong function of stress. Thus, the effect of 
stress also needs to be taken into account. Creep rate is also a function of stress. For 
intermediate to high stress levels at temperatures above 0.5T
)(Tf
m, the steady state creep 










&       (5.4.6) 

















σε&  (5.4.7) 
where 
  is the creep strain rate (1/sec); cε&
 t is the time (sec); 
 σ  is the Von Mises stress (MPa); 
 T is the temperature (K); 
  is the melting point (K); and mT
 a, b, c, d, α , β , γ  are material parameters. 
From curve fitting, the parameters were found to have the values listed in Table 
5.3. 
Table 5.3  Parameters for creep function 
a b c d α β γ 
4.36e-6 1.0064e-2 545 0.06132 )(Tα  0.01 0.39 
where      (5.4.8) 234.3028125.054725.3)( 2 −⋅+⋅−−= TTeTα
α  is found to range from 1.45~2.42. 
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By applying the model in the finite element analysis of the proposed equivalent 
homogeneous specimen, the strain history results are compared with the results from 
the heterogeneous specimen. Very close agreement has been obtained. 
 



















Fig. 5.15 Creep curve comparison at 303K 
 




















Fig. 5.16 Creep curve comparison at 363K 
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Fig. 5.17 Creep curve comparison at 423K 
5.4.4 Coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) 
Thermal stress is induced by CTE mismatch. Thermal fatigue life is affected by 
not only the mismatch between silicon chip and substrate, but also the local mismatch. 
Therefore, the CTE of the proposed equivalent homogeneous material should be 
studied also. 
In this study, the RVE is subjected to temperature change. Since it is a 
heterogeneous material, there is internal stress due to the temperature change. The 
equivalent CTE can be temperature dependent. The experiments are conducted at 
initial temperature of 243, 303, 363 and 393K respectively. A temperature variation of 
10K was applied to every individual case. The results are listed in table 5.4. 
Table 5.4 CTE of RVE at different temperatures 
 CTE x (ppm) CTE y (ppm) CTE z (ppm) 
243 1.756 1.756 1.919 
303 1.785 1.785 1.877 
363 1.806 1.806 1.855 
393 1.816 1.816 1.840 
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5.5 Hybrid Slim Sector Model 
In order to improve the slim sector model so that less effort will be required in 
preprocessing, the homogenized model is used instead of the heterogeneous model. 
The layer of solder joints and underfill is replaced by an equivalent homogeneous 
material with mechanical properties obtained as described in the previous section. 
A 4×4mm2 flip chip package is studied. The chip having SnPb bumps at 100 
µm pitch is 4mm × 4mm in size, and 640µm in thickness. The thickness of the 
substrate is 800µm and the bump height is 50 µm. Substrate CTEs of 10 and 18ppm/K 
are considered in the case study. The 1½ pitch slim sector model is shown in Fig. 
5.18a. The improved slim sector model is shown in Fig. 5.18b. For these two models, 
the sector angles are identical. The two models share a similar mesh density. For the 
hybrid slim sector model, the solder/underfill layer is replaced by the equivalent 
homogeneous material except for the outer row of solder joints including the critical 
solder joint. A relatively fine mesh is assigned to the pad area of the critical solder 
joints in order to improve the accuracy of the local model boundary conditions. 
(a) (b) 
 
Fig. 5.18 a) 1½ pitch slim sector model; b) hybrid slim sector model 
 
The boundary conditions for the hybrid slim sector model are the same as those 
for the slim sector model. A global-local technique is adopted in the analysis. To avoid 
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differences arising from meshing, the meshing of the local models for the two models 
are identical. 
The displacement history of the critical node for substrate CTE 10 ppm/K is 
























Fig. 5.19 Comparison of displacement history of both chip and substrate (HSS: hybrid 
slim sector model; SS: slim sector model) Substrate CTE=10ppm/K 
The displacements around the critical corner joint from the global solution are 
used as boundary conditions for the fine-mesh submodel. Therefore, it is necessary to 
check the accuracy of the relative displacement of the two critical nodes at the centres 
of the chip and substrate pads. The results are shown in Fig.5.20 where excellent 
agreement is obtained. The error percentage of relativbe displacement is within 2%. 
 



















Fig. 5.20 Comparison of relative displacement history (Substrate CTE=10ppm/K) 
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Figs. 5.21 and 5.22 show the comparison of the slim sector model and 
improved slim sector model where the substrate CTE is 18ppm/K. 
 























Fig. 5.21 Comparison of displacement history of both chip and substrate (Substrate 
CTE=18ppm/K) 
 



















Fig. 5.22 Comparison of relative displacement history (Substrate CTE=18ppm/K) 
 
As can be seen again, the hybrid slim sector model can trace the displacement 
history very well. The error percentage is also within 5%. 
Values of the maximum shear strain range are extracted from the simulations 
performed using the finely-meshed submodel (Table 5.5). 
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The percentage difference in the computed maximum inelastic shear strain 
range for the hybrid slim sector model is about 6~10%. 
 
Table 5.5 Comparison of maximum inelastic shear strain range and fatigue life 
prediction 
 Model Description Max. Inelastic 
Shear Strain Range 
Fatigue Life 
SS-10 Slim Sector 0.0217 675 
HSS-10 Hybrid Slim Sector 0.0206 737 
SS-18 Slim Sector 0.0305 346 
HSS-18 Hybrid Slim Sector 0.0296 367 
 
The stress/strain and stress/plastic strain relations of the homogenized model 
agree well with the heterogeneous model. The results of the hybrid slim sector model 
shows good accuracy compared with the slim sector model. The percentage difference 
in the inelastic shear strain range is within 5~9%. 
Great saving in preprocessing and computing time is observed (Table 5.6). The 
great saving in computing time may be due to the smaller number of constraints in the 
hybrid slim sector model. 
Table 5.6 Comparison of time efficiency 
 Preprocessing time Computing time 
Slim sector model 9 2.8 
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Chapter 6 Conclusion 
 
6.1 Summary of results 
 
The work described in this thesis consists of three parts. The first part deals 
with formation and theoretical geometry prediction of stretched solder column solder 
joints. The second part of the thesis is focused on the proposal, development and 
justification of slim sector model which is used to evaluate the thermal reliability of 
ultra fine pitch flip chip package. The third part of the thesis covers the formulation of 
representative volume element (RVE), and evolution of slim sector model to hybrid 
slim sector model with the application of RVE. Specifically, the main results are as 
follows. 
 
First, a method of predicting real time solder joint geometry was proposed and 
developed. Conventional method can only predict the steady state geometry. The new 
method provides the real time solder joint geometry prediction which is very helpful 
for process control. FEM and finite volume method were applied to simulate the 
stretching process of stretched solder column. A user code was developed to predict 
the real time 2D axisymmetric solder joint geometry. Stretching experiment was set up 
and conducted for a new solder joint interconnect, stretched solder column (SSC). The 
developed code was applied to predict the realtime solder joint geometry. Good 
correlation between theoretical and experimental results was obtained. 
 
In the second part, a slim sector model was proposed and developed to study 
the thermal fatigue reliability of solder joints for high density IO packages. Few 
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models were developed and investigated. The new model overcomes the conflict 
between computational power constraint and ultra fine pitch high I/O flip chip 
simulation problem. Detailed analysis was done to characterize slim sector model. The 
1½ pitch slim sector model shows consistently high accuracy and high computational 
time efficiency, regardless of the package size and material properties. Comparison of 
slim sector model and conventional strip model was made with the 1/8th model set as 
benchmark. Error percentage of slim sector model was found to be within 15%. 
However, strip model gives an error percentage of more than 100%. 
 
Finally, representative volume element (RVE) was investigated. A new energy 
based method to obtain the effective mechanical properties was proposed and 
developed. Detailed formulation was derived. The new methodology is able to 
characterize equivalent elasto-plastic properties of structurally repeated heterogeneous 
material with few FEM experiments conducted. A general creep model was proposed 
to characterize the effective property for heterogeneous material. Both primary and 
secondary creep is captured by the model. Stress and temperature effect is also taken 
into account. With the application of these methods, slim sector model was evolved to 
hybrid slim sector model which was proved to be precise and efficient. 
 
6.2 Future study 
 
This thesis only considers the 2D axisymmetric isothermal real time solder 
joint geometry prediction. In the future, it is worthwhile to take into account of three 
dimensional shape and heat transfer problem. It is also worthwhile to explore other 
new compliant solder joint interconnect. 
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Apart from the above possibilities, it is worth while to apply equivalent layer 
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A1. Fortran code for 2D axisymmetric solder joint shape prediciton 
      SUBROUTINE DISP (U,KSTEP,KINC,TIME,NODE,NOEL,JDOF,COORDS) 
C 
      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
      DIMENSION U(3),TIME(2),COORDS(3) 
      DIMENSION coor_x(48),coor_y(48),coor_z(48) 
      DIMENSION coor_xp(48),coor_yp(48),coor_zp(48) 
      DIMENSION cx_org(100000),cy_org(100000),cz_org(100000) 
      DIMENSION cxf(47),cyf(47),czf(47) 
      common /blockf/coor_xp,coor_yp,coor_zp 
      common /blockg/cx_org,cy_org,cz_org 
      common /blockk/cxf,cyf,czf 
      real pflag,zcal(48),htz(48),uz,zztmp(48) 
      double precision px1(47) 
      common /blockd/ px1,zcal,htz 
      integer zflag,nz 
      real pxx, ztol 
      ztol=.175 
      zrate=2. 
      nz=48 
25    format(i4,5x,i4) 
      if(KINC.le.2) then 
        if(JDOF.eq.1) then 
          U(1)=0 
        else if(JDOF.eq.2) then 
          U(1)=0 
        else if(JDOF.eq.3) then 
          U(1)=0 
        end if 
        go to 30 
      end if 
C 
      if(abs(cz_org(NODE)-290.).le.ztol) then 
        pxx=1. 
        uz=htz(1)-cz_org(NODE) 
      else if(abs(cz_org(NODE)-0.).le.ztol) then 
   pxx=1. 
   uz=0. 
 else 
        do 20 i=1,nz-1 
          if(abs(cz_org(NODE)-czf(i)).le.ztol) then 
       pxx=px1(i) 
            uz=htz(i+1)-cz_org(NODE) 
C            uz=htz(i+1)-cz_org(NODE) 
C            write(*,*) "node",NODE,uz 
c            pflag=cz_org(NODE)-czf(i) 
C            write(*,*) NODE 
C            pxx=px1(i) 
C            write(*,*) KINC,coord_z(i),pxx,px1(i) 
C            zflag=i 
            go to 28 
          end if 
20      end do 
      end if 
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28    continue 
      if(JDOF.eq.1) then 
        U(1)=(pxx-1)*cx_org(NODE) 
      else if(JDOF.eq.2) then 
        U(1)=(pxx-1)*cy_org(NODE) 
      else if(JDOF.eq.3) then 
          U(1)=uz 
      end if 
30    return 
      end 
C 
C 
      SUBROUTINE URDFIL(LSTOP,LOVRWRT,KSTEP,KINC,DTIME,TIME) 
      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
      DIMENSION ARRAY(513),JRRAY(NPRECD,513),TIME(2) 
      EQUIVALENCE (ARRAY(1),JRRAY(1,1)) 
      DIMENSION coor_xp(48),coor_yp(48),coor_zp(48) 
      DIMENSION cx(48),cy(48),cz(48) 
      DIMENSION cx_org(100000),cy_org(100000),cz_org(100000) 
      DIMENSION cxf(47),cyf(47),czf(47),nnd(49) 
      DIMENSION coor_x(48),coor_y(48),coor_z(48) 
      integer index, nnode 
      common /blockf/coor_xp,coor_yp,coor_zp 
      common /blockg/cx_org,cy_org,cz_org 
      common /blockk/cxf,cyf,czf 
      common /blockm/coor_x,coor_y,coor_z 
      nnd(1)=66 
      nnd(2)=1149 
      nnd(3)=65 
      nnd(4)=1150 
      nnd(5)=69 
      nnd(6)=1301 
      nnd(7)=75 
      nnd(8)=1442 
      nnd(9)=84 
      nnd(10)=1462 
      nnd(11)=86 
      nnd(12)=1574 
      nnd(13)=91 
      nnd(14)=1685 
      nnd(15)=99 
      nnd(16)=1705 
      nnd(17)=101 
      nnd(18)=1817 
      nnd(19)=106 
      nnd(20)=1928 
      nnd(21)=114 
      nnd(22)=1948 
      nnd(23)=116 
      nnd(24)=2088 
      nnd(25)=123 
      nnd(26)=2144 
      nnd(27)=60 
      nnd(28)=1058 
      nnd(29)=54 
      nnd(30)=949 
      nnd(31)=49 
      nnd(32)=899 
      nnd(33)=41 
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      nnd(34)=769 
      nnd(35)=35 
      nnd(36)=666 
      nnd(37)=34 
      nnd(38)=656 
      nnd(39)=30 
      nnd(40)=575 
      nnd(41)=24 
      nnd(42)=463 
      nnd(43)=18 
      nnd(44)=381 
      nnd(45)=12 
      nnd(46)=270 
      nnd(47)=1 
      nnd(48)=126 
      nnd(49)=4 
      if(KINC.eq.1) then 
        CALL POSFIL(KSTEP,KINC,ARRAY,JRCD) 
        do i=1,999999 
          call DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD) 
          if(JRCD.ne.0) then 
            go to 50 
          end if 
          key=JRRAY(1,2) 
          if(key.eq.107) then 
            nnode=JRRAY(1,3) 
            cx_org(nnode)=ARRAY(4) 
            cy_org(nnode)=ARRAY(5) 
            cz_org(nnode)=ARRAY(6) 
            do jj=2,48 
              if(nnode.eq.nnd(jj)) then 
                cxf(jj-1)=cx_org(nnode) 
                cyf(jj-1)=cy_org(nnode) 
                czf(jj-1)=cz_org(nnode) 
              end if 
            end do 
          end if 
        end do 
      end if 
      if(KINC.ge.2) then 
C        mminc=KINC-1 
        CALL POSFIL(KSTEP,KINC,ARRAY,JRCD) 
        do i=1, 999999 
          call DBFILE(0,ARRAY,JRCD) 
          if(JRCD.ne.0) then 
            go to 50 
          end if 
          key=JRRAY(1,2) 
          if(key.eq.107) then 
            nnode=JRRAY(1,3) 
            do jj=1,48 
              if(nnode.eq.nnd(jj)) then 
                cx(jj)=ARRAY(4) 
                cy(jj)=ARRAY(5) 
                cz(jj)=ARRAY(6) 
                coor_xp(jj)=ARRAY(4) 
                coor_yp(jj)=ARRAY(5) 
                coor_zp(jj)=ARRAY(6) 
                coor_x(jj)=ARRAY(4) 
                coor_y(jj)=ARRAY(5) 
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                coor_z(jj)=ARRAY(6) 
              end if 
            end do 
          end if 
        end do 
      end if 
50    continue 
      LOVRWRT=0 
      return 
      END subroutine URDFIL 
C 
C 
      subroutine UEXTERNALDB(LOP,LRESTART,TIME,DTIM,KSTEP,KINC) 
C 
      INCLUDE 'ABA_PARAM.INC' 
C 
      DIMENSION TIME(2) 
      DIMENSION coor_x(48),coor_y(48),coor_z(48) 
      DIMENSION coor_xp(48),coor_yp(48),coor_zp(48) 
      DIMENSION cxf(47),cyf(47),czf(47),zorg(47) 
      DIMENSION cx_org(100000),cy_org(100000),cz_org(100000) 
      REAL height, rate, tol, x2,tempa 
      INTEGER nn,minc,index 
      integer nz, ns, nr, nv 
      real hz, z(48), rball, rpad, vder(48), vol, sn,cs 
      real px3(47), rorg(49),rp(100),zn(48) 
      real r(100), p(100), xi(46,46), xit(50),red(100),pi(50) 
      real fret, ftol, rtemp,zcal(48),zztmp(48) 
      real plarea(200), midr(200), mplarea(200),newcoor_z(50) 
      real deltah,deltaz,zrate,htz(48) 
      double precision px1(47) 
      common /blockd/ px1,zcal,htz 
      common /shape/ ns,nz,nr,nv,z,sn,cs,r,vol,hz,zn 
      common /blockf/coor_xp,coor_yp,coor_zp 
      common /blockg/cx_org,cy_org,cz_org 
      common /blocke/delta_t 
      common /blockk/cxf,cyf,czf 
      common /blockm/coor_x,coor_y,coor_z 
      common /blockn/ rtemp 
      common /blockp/ vder 
c 
      write(6,91) KINC,KINC,KINC,LOP 
91    format(i4,5x,i4,5x,i4,5x,i4) 
      IF(LOP.EQ.1 .and. KINC.gt.2) THEN 
      nz=48 
      ns=48 
      rpad=150. 
      hz=coor_z(1)-0. 
      zrate=2. 
      nr=nz+1 
      nv=nz-2 
      ztol=1.1 
      vol=0. 
      ftol=1.e-15 
      do i2=1,nz 
        htz(i2)=0. 













 do i=2,nz-1 
   z(i)=coor_z(i)-coor_z(i+1) 
   zorg(i)=czf(i-1)-czf(i) 
        end do 
 do 100 i=2, nz 
   r(i)=sqrt(coor_x(i)**2+coor_y(i)**2) 
100 end do 
       do 110 i2=2,nz 
         rorg(i2)=sqrt(cxf(i2-1)**2+cyf(i2-1)**2) 
110    end do 
 pai=3.1415926 
      sn=sin(pai/ns) 
 cs=cos(pai/ns) 
 do 120 i=1, nz 
c  define plane area plarea(i) and mid plane area mplarea(i) 
   plarea(i)=rorg(i)*rorg(i)*sn*cs 
   midr(i)=.5*(rorg(i)+rorg(i+1)) 
   mplarea(i)=midr(i)*midr(i)*sn*cs 
120 end do 
        plarea(nr)=rorg(nr)*rorg(nr)*sn*cs 
 do 150 i=1, nz 
   vder(i)=zorg(i)*(plarea(i)+4*mplarea(i)+plarea(i+1))/6 
   vol=vol+vder(i) 
150 end do 
c 
151   format(i4,5x,i4,5x,d10.4) 
   hz=hz+zrate 
 do 170 i=1,nv 
   do 160 j=1,nv 
     if(j.eq.i) then 
    xi(i,j)=0.0001*(-1)**j 
            else 
               xi(i,j)=0. 
     end if 
160   end do 
       if(KINC.gt.250 .and. KINC.le.350) then 
    p(i)=r(i+2)/1.00073 
       else if(KINC.gt.45 .and. KINC.le.250) then 
           p(i)=r(i+2)/1.0019 
       else if(KINC.gt.350 .and. KINC.le.550) then 
           p(i)=r(i+2)/1.00052 
       else if(KINC.gt.550) then 
           p(i)=r(i+2)/1.00045 
       else 
          p(i)=r(i+2)/1.00235 
        end if 
170 end do 
c       write(*,*) "call powell" 
 call powell(p,xi,nv,nv,ftol,iter,fret) 
c write(*,*) "powell is done" 
        do i5=2, nz 
          rp(i5)=r(i5) 
        end do 
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 do 180 i=1, nv 
   r(i+2)=p(i) 
180 end do 
    r(2)=rtemp 
 write(6,'(f8.4)') (r(i), i=1,nr) 
 write(6,*) 'bbbbb' 
C5000 end do 
       zcal(nz)=zn(nz) 
       do 5010 i2=1,nz-1 
         px1(i2)=r(i2+1)/rorg(i2+1) 
         zcal(i2)=zn(i2) 
5010   end do 
       do 5050 i5=1,nz 
         do 5030 j5=i5,nz 
           htz(i5)=htz(i5)+zn(j5) 
5030     end do 
5050   end do 
       if(LOP.eq.1 .and. KINC.le.280) then 
        zztmp(nz)=htz(nz) 
        do i=1,nz/2 
          px1(i)=(px1(i)+px1(nz-i))/2 
          px1(nz-i)=px1(i) 
        end do 
        do i=1,nz-1 
          zztmp(i)=htz(i)-htz(i+1) 
        end do 
        do i=1,nz/2 
          zztmp(i)=(zztmp(i)+zztmp(nz-i+1))/2 
          zztmp(nz-i+1)=zztmp(i) 
          htz(i)=0. 
          htz(nz-i)=0. 
        end do 
        htz(nz)=0. 
        do i2=1,nz 
          do j2=i2,nz 
            htz(i2)=htz(i2)+zztmp(j2) 
          end do 
        end do 
      end if 
      END IF 
      RETURN 
      END subroutine UEXTERNALDB 
c 
c 
c      contains 
 subroutine powell(p,xi,n,np,ftol,iter,fret) 
 integer iter,n,np,nmax,itmax 
 real fret,ftol,p(np),xi(np,np),f1dim,tiny 
 external f1dim 
 parameter (nmax=50,itmax=500,tiny=1.e-25) 
 integer i,ibig,j 
 real del,fp,fptt,t,pt(nmax),ptt(nmax),xit(nmax) 
 ftol=1.e-15 
C write(*,*) "call function" 
       fret=func(p) 
C      write(*,*)"function done" 
 do 500 j=1,n 
   pt(j)=p(j) 
500 end do 




      fp=fret 
 ibig=0 
 del=0. 
 do 530 i=1,n 
   do 520 j=1,n 
     xit(j)=xi(j,i) 
520   end do 
        fptt=fret 
C        write(*,*) "call linmin" 
   call linmin(p,xit,n,fret) 
C   write(*,*)"linmin is done" 
   if(fptt-fret.gt.del) then 
     del=fptt-fret 
     ibig=i 
   end if 
530 end do 
 if(2*(fp-fret).le.ftol*(abs(fp)+abs(fret))+tiny) return 
 if(iter.eq.itmax) pause 'powell exceeding maximum iterations' 
 do 550 j=1,n 
   ptt(j)=2.*p(j)-pt(j) 
   xit(j)=p(j)-pt(j) 
   pt(j)=p(j) 
550 end do 
 fptt=func(ptt) 
 if(fptt.ge.fp) goto 510 
 t=2.*(fp-2.*fret+fptt)*(fp-fret-del)**2-del*(fp-fptt)**2 
 if(t.ge.0.) goto 510 
 call linmin(p,xit,n,fret) 
      do 570 j=1,n 
   xi(j,ibig)=xi(j,n) 
   xi(j,n)=xit(j) 
570 end do 
      goto 510 
 end subroutine powell 
c 
c 
 subroutine linmin(p,xi,n,fret) 
c  return p(j) with the min value with corresponding direction xi(j) 
 integer m,nmax 
 real fret,p(n),xi(n),tol 
 parameter (nmax=50,tol=1.e-6) 
 integer j,ncom 
 real ax,bx,fa,fb,fx,xmin,xx,pcom(nmax),xicom(nmax),brent 
 common /f1com/ pcom,xicom,ncom 
 external f1dim 
 ncom=n 
 do 600 j=1,n 
    pcom(j)=p(j) 
   xicom(j)=xi(j) 
600 end do 
 ax=0. 
 xx=1. 
C write(*,*) "call mnbrak" 
 call mnbrak(ax,xx,bx,fa,fx,fb,f1dim) 
C write(*,*) "mnbrak done" 
 fret=brent(ax,xx,bx,f1dim,tol,xmin) 
C       write(*,*) xmin, fret 
c pause 
 do 620 j=1,n 
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   xi(j)=xmin*xi(j) 
   p(j)=p(j)+xi(j) 
620 end do 
 return 
 end subroutine linmin 
c 
c 
 subroutine mnbrak(ax,bx,cx,fa,fb,fc,f1dim) 
c  return fa>fb fc>fb 
 real ax,bx,cx,fa,fb,fc,f1dim,gold,glimit,tiny 
 external f1dim 
 parameter (gold=1.118034, glimit=250., tiny=1.e-20) 
 real dum,fu,q,r,u,ulim 
 fa=f1dim(ax) 
 fb=f1dim(bx) 
 if(fb.gt.fa) then 
   dum=ax 
   ax=bx 
   bx=dum 
   dum=fb 
   fb=fa 
   fa=dum 
 end if 
 cx=bx+gold*(bx-ax) 
 fc=f1dim(cx) 
700 if(fb.ge.fc) then 
   r=(bx-ax)*(fb-fc) 
   q=(bx-cx)*(fb-fa) 
   u=bx-((bx-cx)*q-(bx-ax)*r)/(2.*sign(max(abs(q-r),tiny),q-r)) 
   ulim=bx+glimit*(cx-bx) 
   if((bx-u)*(u-cx).gt.0.) then 
C     write(*,*) "in mnbrak",u 
     fu=f1dim(u) 
     if(fu.lt.fc) then 
       ax=bx 
       fa=fb 
       bx=u 
       fb=fu 
       return 
     else if(fu.gt.fb) then 
       cx=u 
       fc=fu 
       return 
     end if 
     u=cx+gold*(cx-bx) 
     fu=f1dim(u) 
   else if((cx-u)*(u-ulim).gt.0.) then 
     fu=f1dim(u) 
     if(fu.lt.fc) then 
       bx=cx 
       cx=u 
       u=cx+gold*(cx-bx) 
       fb=fc 
       fc=fu 
       fu=f1dim(u) 
     end if 
   else if((u-ulim)*(ulim-cx).ge.0.) then 
     u=ulim 
  fu=f1dim(u) 
   else 
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     u=cx+gold*(cx-bx) 
     fu=f1dim(u) 
   end if 
   ax=bx 
   bx=cx 
   cx=u 
   fa=fb 
   fb=fc 
   fc=fu 
   goto 700 
 end if 
 return 
 end subroutine mnbrak 
c 
c 
 function brent(ax,bx,cx,f1dim,tol,xmin) 
c  the domain is from ax to cx, where bx is in between 
c  return xmin with the corresponding min function value brent 
 integer itmax 
 real brent,ax,bx,cx,tol,xmin,f1dim,cgold,zeps 
 external f1dim 
 parameter (itmax=500, cgold=.3819660, zeps=1.e-10) 
 integer iter 











 do 850 iter=1,itmax 
   xm=0.5*(a+b) 
   tol1=tol*abs(x)+zeps 
   tol2=2.*tol1 
   if(abs(x-xm).le.(tol2-.5*(b-a))) goto 870 
   if(abs(e).gt.tol1) then 
     r=(x-w)*(fx-fv) 
     q=(x-v)*(fx-fw) 
     p=(x-v)*q-(x-w)*r 
     q=2.*(q-r) 
     if(q.gt.0.) p=-p 
     q=abs(q) 
     etemp=e 
     e=d 
     if(abs(p).ge.abs(.5*q*etemp) .or. p.le.q*(a-x) 
     1         .or. p.ge.q*(b-x)) goto 800 
     d=p/q 
     u=x+d 
     if(u-a.lt.tol2 .or. b-u.lt.tol2) d=sign(tol1,xm-x) 
     goto 820 
   end if 
800   if(x.ge.xm) then 
          e=a-x 
   else 
     e=b-x 
   end if 
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   d=cgold*e 
820   if(abs(d).ge.tol1) then 
     u=x+d 
   else 
     u=x+sign(tol1,d) 
   end if 
   fu=f1dim(u) 
   if(fu.le.fx) then 
     if(u.ge.x) then 
       a=x 
     else 
       b=x 
     end if 
     v=w 
     fv=fw 
     w=x 
     fw=fx 
     x=u 
     fx=fu 
   else 
     if(u.lt.x) then 
       a=u 
     else 
       b=u 
     end if 
     if(fu.le.fw .or. w.eq.x) then 
       v=w 
       fv=fw 
       w=u 
       fw=fu 
     else if(fu.le.fv .or. v.eq.x .or. v.eq.w) then 
       v=u 
       fv=fu 
     end if 
   end if 
850 end do 




 end function brent 
c 
c 
 function f1dim(x) 
 integer nmax 
 real f1dim,func,x 
 parameter (nmax=50) 
 integer j, ncom 
 real pcom(nmax),xicom(nmax),xt(nmax) 
 common /f1com/ pcom, xicom, ncom 
 do 900 j=1,ncom 
   xt(j)=pcom(j)+x*xicom(j) 
900 end do 
 f1dim=func(xt) 
 return 
 end function f1dim 
c 
c 
 function func(xt) 
 integer nmax 
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 real func,x 
 parameter (nmax=50) 
 integer j,ncom 
 real pcom(nmax),xicom(nmax),xt(nmax) 
 double precision a3,a2,a1,a0 
 double precision tt1,tt2,tt3,tt4 
 integer ns,nz,nr,nv 
 real z(48),sn,cs,r(100),vol,rqq(100),zn(48) 
 real volder, voltmp, areainc,zz, rtemp, vder(48) 
 real hz,hztmp,htt,hhh,pai 
 real wetangle,wetf,wetengy,surff,area 
 double precision x1,x2,x3,x4 
 double precision r2d,r2c,dif,b,c,z1,z2,ctol 
 real plarea(200), midr(200), mplarea(200) 
 common /shape/ ns,nz,nr,nv,z,sn,cs,r,vol,hz,zn 
 common /blockn/ rtemp 
 common /blockp/ vder 
c  nr--no. of segment radius, nr=nz+1, nr=nv+3 
c  ns--no. of segments in plane;  nz--no. of segments in z; 
c  z--height of elements; sn--sin(180/ns); cs--cos(180/ns) 
c  nv--no. of variational layer radius, nv=nz-2 








c write(*,*)"in func" 
 voltmp=0. 
C vder=0. 
      do 920 i=1, nv 
   rqq(i+2)=xt(i) 
c   write(*,*) i, rqq(i+1) 
920 end do 
 rqq(1)=r(1) 
 rqq(nr)=r(nr) 
 do 925 i=3, nv+3 
   plarea(i)=rqq(i)*rqq(i)*sn*cs 
925   end do 
      do 930 i=3,nz 
   midr(i)=.5*(rqq(i)+rqq(i+1)) 
c   write(*,*) i, midr(i),z,i 
   mplarea(i)=midr(i)*midr(i)*sn*cs 
c   write(*,*) i,mplarea(i) 
930 end do 
      do 940 i=3, nz 
          zn(i)=6*vder(i)/(plarea(i)+4*mplarea(i)+plarea(i+1)) 
          hztmp=hztmp-zn(i) 









 write(*,*) "radius",rqq(2) 
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 do i6=1,nz 
    hhh=hhh+zn(i6) 
        end do 
 do 1000 i=1,nz 
   htt=rqq(i)+rqq(i+1) 
   areainc=sqrt(zn(i)*zn(i)+((rqq(i)-rqq(i+1))*cs)**2)*htt*sn 
   area=area+areainc 
C   write(*,*) i,func 
1000 end do 
        if(abs(rqq(1)-rqq(2)).lt.0.001) then 
          wetangle=90. 
        else 
          wetangle=atand(zn(1)/(rqq(1)-rqq(2))) 
c          write(*,*) "wetangle",wetangle 
          if(wetangle.lt.0.) then 
            wetangle=90. 
          end if 
        end if 
        wetengy=2*pai*rqq(1)**2*wetf*cosd(wetangle)/ns 
        func=area*surff+wetengy 
c        write(*,*) "energy",func,wetengy 
 end function func 
C 
C 
        subroutine quartic(a3,a2,a1,a0,x1,x2,x3,x4) 
        double precision a0,a1,a2,a3,x1,x2,x3,x4 
        double precision b3,b2,b1,b0,y1 
        double precision rr,dd,ee,dtmp 
C         
        tiny=2.e-15 
        b3=0. 
        b2=0.-a2 
        b1=a1*a3-4*a0 
        b0=4*a2*a0-a1**2-a3**2*a0 
        write(*,*) "call cubic" 
        call cubic(b3,b2,b1,b0,y1) 
        write(*,*) "return from cubic" 
        rr=sqrt(a3**2/4-a2+y1) 
        write(*,*) a3,a2,rr 
        if(abs(r).le.tiny) then 
          dd=sqrt(3*a3**2/4-2*a2+2*sqrt(y1**2-4*a0)) 
          ee=dd 
        else 
          dtmp=.25*(4*a3*a2-8*a1-a3**3)/rr 
          dd=sqrt(3*a3**2/4-rr**2-2*a2+dtmp) 
          ee=sqrt(3*a3**2/4-rr**2-2*a2-dtmp) 
        end if 
        x1=rr/2+dd/2-a3/4 
        x2=rr/2-dd/2-a3/4 
        x3=ee/2-rr/2-a3/4 
        x4=0.-ee/2-rr/2-a3/4 
        return 
        end subroutine quartic 
C         
C 
        subroutine cubic(b3,b2,b1,b0,y1) 
        double precision b3,b2,b1,b0,y1 
        double precision qq,rr,dd,ss,tt 
C         
        qq=(3*b1-b2**2)/9 
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        rr=(9*b1*b2-27*b0-2*b2**2)/54 
        dd=qq**3+rr**2 
        ss=(rr+sqrt(dd))**(1/3) 
        tt=(rr-sqrt(dd))**(1/3) 
        y1=ss+tt-b2/3 
        return 
        end subroutine cubic 
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